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Abstract 

Abduction ~ from observations and a theory, find using hypotheses an explanation for the 

observations - gained increasing interest during the last years. This form of reasoning has wide 
applicability in different areas of computer science; in particular, it has been recognized as an 
important principle of common-sense reasoning. 

In this paper, we define a general abduction model for logic programming, where the inference 
operator (i.e., the semantics to be applied on programs), can be specified by the user. Advanced 
forms of logic programming have been proposed as valuable tools for knowledge representa- 
tion and reasoning. We show that logic programming semantics can be more meaningful for 
abductive reasoning than classical inference by providing examples from the area of knowledge 
representation and reasoning. The main part of the paper is devoted to an extensive study of the 
computational complexity of the principal problems in abductive reasoning, which are: Given an 
instance of an abduction problem (1) does the problem have solution (i.e., an explanation); (2) 
does a given hypothesis belong to some explanation; and (3) does a given hypothesis belong to 
all explanations. 

This problems are analyzed for different underlying logic programming semantics, namely, the 
well-founded semantics, the stable model semantics and the minimal model semantics, paying 
attention to normal and disjunctive logic programs for the case of propositional as well as 
function-free first-order programs. The main results are that the above abductive reasoning tasks 
on propositional logic programs populate the classes at the lower end of the polynomial hierarchy 
up to CT, and provide complete problems for a number of classes over the first four levels of 
the hierarchy. Similar results are obtained in the first-order case. This proves abduction from 
logic programs as a rich source of problems of varying complexity. 
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1. Introduction 

Logic programming is well-known as a powerful approach to declarative program- 

ming. Advanced semantics for negation and the capability of disjunction make logic 

programming yet more appealing for expressing problems in a variety of domains 

[3,451. 
The use of logic for representing knowledge was suggested by McCarthy in 1959 

[51], and several researchers from various fields of computer science have then shown 

merits of logic for this purpose. However, the inadequacy of classical logic for rep- 

resenting commonsense knowledge is nowadays well-understood, as its monotonic- 

ity (adding new information will never invalidate old conclusions) contrasts to the 

non-monotonic nature of common-sense reasoning. Thus, a number of logical for- 

malisms, aimed at modeling common-sense reasoning, has been devised, among them 

modal logics [53,55], default logic [63], and circumscription [52] (cf. also 

[50,461). 
Logic programming with negation [44] and/or disjunction [45] shares with those 

formalisms the property of being non-monotonic. Its formalism is simple and natural, 

and its semantics has rigorous mathematical foundations; moreover, despite its sim- 

plicity, logic programming can express a wide range of problems even of high com- 

putational complexity [21,65]. Thus, the use of logic programming as a valuable tool 

for knowledge representation and common-sense reasoning has been recently advocated 

[26,45,3]. 

So far, research on logic programming was mainly concerned with aspects of de- 

duction from logic programs, in particular inference of (possibly negated) facts that 

are implicit by the meaning of the program. Besides deduction, abduction is another 

important kind of reasoning (though not completely disconnected), which has been first 

studied in depth by Peirce [57]. Given the observation of some facts, abduction aims at 

concluding the presence of other facts, from which, together with an underlying theory, 

the observed facts can be explained, i.e., deductively derived. Thus, roughly speaking, 

abduction amounts to an inverse of modus ponens. 

For example, medical diagnosis is a typical abductive reasoning process: From the 

symptoms and the medical knowledge, a diagnosis about a possible disease is abduced. 

Notice that this form of reasoning is not sound (a diagnosis may turn out false), and 

that in general several abductive explanations (i.e., diagnoses) for observations may be 

possible. 

During the last years, there has been an increasing interest in abduction in differ- 

ent areas of computer science, It has been recognized that abduction is an important 

principle of common-sense reasoning, and that abduction has fruitful applications in a 

number of diverse areas such as model-based diagnosis [60], speech recognition [28], 

maintenance of database views [36], and vision [12]. 

In the past, most research on abduction concerned abduction from classical logic 

theories. However, we argue that the use of logic programming to perform abductive 

reasoning can be more appropriate in several applicative domains. 
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Example 1. For instance, consider the following scenario. Assume that it is Saturday 

and is known that Joe goes fishing on Saturdays if its not raining. This may be repre- 

sented by the following theory T: 

go-jishing +- is-Saturday A -rains; is-Saturday + 

Now you observe that Joe is not out for fishing. Intuitively, from this observation 

we conclude that it rains (i.e, we abduce rains), for otherwise Joe would be out for 

fishing. Nevertheless, under classical inference, the fact rains is not an explanation of 

Tgo-fishing, as T U {rains} k lgo_fishing (neither can one find any explanation). On 

the contrary, if we adopt the semantics of logic programming, then, according with 

the intuition, we obtain that rains is an explanation of -go-fishing, as it is entailed by 

T U {rains}. 

Notice that in the above example, the same result would be obtained under abduction 

using classical inference if we considered the Clark completion [ 131 of the theory; this 

approach has been investigated for acyclic theories in [14]. As will be shown next, 

there are simple and relevant examples where abduction yields different results when 

using logic programming compared to classical inference from the Clark completion. 

Example 2. Consider the logic program below, which describes possible movements 

of a robot in a certain area. Initially, the robot is at position a; he can reach a certain 

position Y, if he either is at Y or moves straight from a reachable position X to it, 

provided that the straight way is viable. 

r1 : at(a) +- 

r2 : reach(Y) +- at(Y) 

~3 : reach(Y) +- uiabZe_straight(X, Y) A reach(X) A moue(X, Y) 

Combined with facts about which straight moves are possible and which moves are 

planned, the program tells us which positions b can potentially be reached by the 

robot and which not; the reachable are those for which reach(b) is true. We stress that 

this knowledge cannot be represented by applying the Clark completion on the theory, 

nor by any classical first-order theory. This follows from the well-known fact that the 

transitive closure of a graph is not first-order definable [l]. 

Applying abduction on this program, one can plan the movements of the robot. Sup- 

pose the robot is requested to move from a to b, and passing through c is forbidden. 

Let LP = {YI,T~,Q} U B, where B is a set of facts with predicate viable-straight 

which encode the viable straight ways. Then, each minimal set A of moves that entails 

reach(b), -v-each(c), i.e., reach(b) and Treach(c) are deducible from LPUA, represents 

a path for the robot from a to b that does not pass c. In other words, each mini- 

mal abductive explanation of the manifestations reach(b), veach(c) is a possible such 

path for the robot. (The natural condition of minimality on explanations is discussed 

below.) However, abduction from this program under classical inference - even from 
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its completion - does not yield the same result. This is verified e.g. by the scenario in 

which the viable straight ways constitute the following graph: 

Then, under logic programming semantics, there is the unique minimal abductive 

explanation { move(a,b) }. This corresponds exactly to the only possible path, which 

directly leads from a to b. However, no abductive explanation (minimal or not) exists 

under classical inference, as Treach(c) cannot be deduced, even from the completion 

of the program. 

Further scenarios highlighting the difference between abduction under logic program- 

ming and classical inference from a program (resp. its completion) are described in 

Example 3 below and in Example 10 (Section 6). 

In the context of logic programming, abduction has been first proposed by Kakas 

and Mancarella [37] and, during the recent years, common interest in the subject has 

been growing rapidly [14,41,37,34, 17, 16,681, also for the observation that, compared 

to deduction, this kind of reasoning has some advantages for dealing with incomplete 

information [ 16,3]. A suggestive application of abduction from logic programs to data 

dictionary design is presented in [59]. 

The logic programs from above enjoy the property of being stratifiable [2], and thus 

have a generally accepted clear semantics. However, the declarative semantics of a 

logic program with negation is in general not immediately clear; different proposals 

for such a semantics exist. Thus, abductive reasoning on logic programs is affected 

by the particular semantics assigned to the program. Two dominant proposals for the 

semantics of logic programs with negation are the well-founded semantics [77] and the 

stable model semantics [25]. 

The well-founded semantics, differently from the previous proposals [2,61], assigns 

a meaning to every logic program. The meaning of a program is a unique and always 

existing (possibly partial) model, which is called the well-founded model. Intuitively, 

this semantics follows a “pessimistic” approach declaring false only atoms whose truth 

can be surely not derived from the program [ 181. Inference of a literal from a general 

logic program under the well-founded semantics is polynomial; hence, this semantics 

can express only polynomial-time database queries [77]. 

The stable model semantics is closely related to classical non-monotonic logics. 

Indeed, the semantics of a program is defined by the set of its stable models, where a 

model is stable if it “regenerates itself” (like the stable expansions of an autoepistemic 

theory [55]). Since a program has in general several stable models, two inference 

modalities arise: brave inference (a literal is true if it is true in some stable model), 

and cautious inference (a literal is true if it is true in every stable model). 

Even if stable model semantics increases the expressivity of well-founded seman- 

tics allowing to express NP-hard problems [65], several common situations require 
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the possibility of explicitly encoding disjunctive information, cf. [45]. This observation 

led to extend logic programs by permitting disjunction in the consequents (disjunc- 

tive logic programs). A number of different proposals for the semantics of disjunctive 

logic programs exist to date [45], among them the minimal model semantics [54], the 

(disjunctive) stable model semantics [62,26], and the well-founded semantics [64,4]. 

Besides the minimal model semantics (which has been designed for negation-free pro- 

grams), the stable model semantics is the most commonly acknowledged approach; 

such semantics allow to express also problems whose complexity lies at the second 

level of the polynomial hierarchy [21]. 

Thus, making abduction from logic programs, one should agree on which semantics 

has to be considered (e.g., well-founded or stable model semantics); moreover, if a 

“multiple model” (e.g. stable model) semantics is adopted, one should also specify 

whether the cautious or brave version is chosen. 

In this paper, we define a general abduction model for logic programming, where the 

inference operator (i.e., the semantics to be applied on the program) is not fixed a priori 

but can be specified by the user. In our opinion, this endows our model with a great 

flexibility, as the appropriate semantics can be chosen for each application domain. For 

instance, abduction with brave inference seems more appropriate for diagnosis, while 

the cautious inference operator appears well-suited for planning (see Section 3). 

Roughly speaking, we describe abduction from logic programs as follows: Given 

a logic program LP formalizing a particular application domain, a set M of literals 

describing some manifestations, a set H of atoms containing possible individual hy- 

potheses, and an inference operator k defining the semantics of the program, find an 

explanation (or solution) for M, i.e., a suitable set S &H such that LP U S j= M. 

For instance, the scenario in Example 1 (Joe’s Saturday business) can be repre- 

sented as an abductive problem where LP = {go-fishing + is_saturday A -rains, 

is-Saturday +}, M = {lgo-fishing}, H = { rains}, and the inference operator is 

k,,,r (entailment under well-founded semantics). It is immediately recognized that 

S = {rains} is a solution. Let us consider another example. 

Example 3. Imagine an electrical circuit consisting of a simple stove with two hot- 

plates wired in parallel and a control light, which is on if at least one of the plates 

is on operation. Each plate has a fuse, and it is known that one of them cannot stand 

much current and will melt if the current gets high, but it is not known which one. 

Consider the following program P: 

melted-fuse, V melted-fuse, +- high-current 

light-08 + melted-fuse, A melted-fuse, 

light_ofl + power-failure 

light-of + broken-bulb 

burns-plate, + ~melted_fise, A Tpower-failure 

burns-plate;! + Tmelted_fuse, A Tpower-failure 
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The first rule states that on high current, a fuse will melt. The second through fourth 

rule describe situations under which the control light is off, namely, if both fuses are 

melted, if the power fails, and if the bulb is broken. The last two rules state that a hot 

plate burns if there is no power failure and the fuse is not melted. 4 

For example, given the observation light_ofS, under the stable model semantics we 

can abduce power-failure as an explanation under both the brave and the cautious 

inference operator, i.e., S = {power-failure} is a solution for both the abductive 

problems 9 = (H,M,P, +tl) and 9 = (H,M,P, b:f) where H = {power-failure, 

broken-bulb, high-current}, A4 = {light-off}, and !& and & denotes the brave and 

cautious inference operator, respectively. Indeed, P U {power-failure} has the single 

stable model Ml = {power-failure, light-oj”}. Similarly, also broken-bulb is an ex- 

planation of light-of, while high-current is not. 

Given the additional observation Tburns-plate, (i.e., considering the manifesta- 

tion h@ = {light_ofS, ~burns_plate,}), we still have power-failure as an explana- 

tion, but no longer broken-bulb. Under brave inference, however, we get that S’ = 

{broken-bulb, high-current} is an explanation (i.e., S’ is a solution for (H,M’, P, b$)); 

this is reasonable in some sense. Notice that under classical inference, power-failure 

is not an explanation, since P U {power-failure} F Tburns-plate, ; however, it is an 

explanation on the completion of P. 5 

Finally, assume the observations light-of, burns-plate,, and burns-plate2 are made. 

The only explanation for that is bulb-broken (under cautious as well as brave infer- 

ence), which is intuitive. Under classical inference, no explanation exists, even from 

the completed program (notice that abducible atoms should not be completed [14]). 

Usually, different abductive solutions may be regarded not equally appealing. Fol- 

lowing Occam’s principle of parsimony, one is often willing to prefer as simplest 

solutions as possible. In particular, solutions should be non-redundant, i.e., an ac- 

ceptable solution must not contain another solution properly. The property of subset- 

minimality is the most commonly applied criterion for acceptable abductive solutions, 

cf. [SS, 74,9,41]. For example, for the observation light-08 in the above example, 

{bulb-broken, power-failure} would be a solution (under both variants of inference). 

The simpler solution bulb-broken (or power-failure as well) is clearly preferable. Be- 

sides subset-minimality, smallest size of solutions is a commonly applied criterion for 

acceptable solutions, cf. [SS]. We will deal with both criteria. 

In the context of abduction, three main decision problems arise: ( 1) to determine 

whether an explanation for the given manifestations exists at all; (2) to determine 

whether an individual hypothesis h E H is relevant, i.e., whether it is part of at least 

one acceptable explanation; (3) to determine whether an individual hypothesis is nec- 

essary, i.e., whether it occurs in all acceptable explanations. For instance, in the circuit 

4 To keep the example simple, we refrain from modeling switches for the hot plates. 
5 Although the completion has been defined in [13] only for non-disjunctive logic programs, it is clear how 

to complete this particular program in the spirit of [13]. 
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example we have: (1) there exists a solution for the manifestation light-of, (2) the 

atoms bulb-broken and power-failure are relevant for some solution, (3) none of them 

(as well as any other hypothesis) is necessary. The complexity of the three decision 

problems above will be carefully analyzed in the paper. 

The contribution of the present paper to abductive logic programming is two- 

fold. First, we formally define a general abductive model for logic programs 

(informally presented above), in which also some previously proposed abductive frame- 

work can easily be modeled. Second, we precisely determine the computational com- 

plexity of abductive problems under: (1) the well-founded semantics for normal logic 

programs [77], (2) the stable model semantics for normal logic programs [25], (3) 

the stable model semantics for disjunctive logic programs [62], and (4) the min- 

imal model semantics for disjunctive logic programs [54]. For each semantics we 

shall analyze the complexity of relevance, necessity and existence of abductive so- 

lutions, by considering also the case where solutions must satisfy some minimality 

criterion. 

This constitutes the main part of the present paper, and provides many new and 

interesting results: 

1. Even if stable-brave deduction is harder than well-founded deduction (the former 

is NP-complete while the latter is polynomial), the complexity of stable-brave abduction 

is essentially the same as of well-founded abduction (the various abductive problems 

under these semantics have a complexity ranging from P to C;). 

2. While the complexities of stable-brave and stable-cautious deduction lie at the 

same level in the polynomial hierarchy, the complexity of stable-cautious abduction is 

located one level higher than the one of stable-brave abduction, and thus most likely 

strictly harder. 

3. Allowing disjunction in the rule heads further increases the complexity of the 

abductive problems. As for normal logic programs, cautious reasoning reveals to be 

harder than brave reasoning. Moreover, abduction under minimal model and stable 

model semantics have the same computational complexity. 

4. The complexities of the various abductive reasoning tasks under the considered 

semantics range over the first four levels of the polynomial hierarchy. Most complexity 

classes from there, including the classes Ci, II:, DE, and Af[O(logn)] have abduc- 

tive reasoning tasks complete for them. Thus, our analysis exhibits practical problems 

complete even for complexity classes for which few complete problems are known to 

date (e.g., the complexity class Cr). 

The complexity results above refer to abductive problems on propositional logic 

programs. For function-free first-order logic programs, the data-complexity of abduction 

(i.e., the program except for ground facts is fixed) coincides with the complexity of 

abduction from propositional logic programs. (In the non-fixed case, the complexity is 

expected to be exponentially higher.) 

We first present our model for abduction from propositional logic programs and 

determine its complexity; after that, we provide a generalization of this model to allow 

for abduction from function-free first-order logic programs and address the resulting 
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complexity. Notice that, extending our work, complexity results for abduction from 

logic programs in the presence of functions appear in [47]. 

Our results impact on other work on logic programming as follows. For example, 

from the complexity classification, we know whether an efficient (i.e., polynomial- 

time) transformation from an abduction problem to another reasoning problem whose 

complexity is known is possible or not. In particular, it tells us whether abduction 

can efficiently be transformed to deduction in logic programming, and thus whether 

a search for an efficient embedding of abductive logic programming into deductive 

logic programming is reasonable. Moreover, by the level of the hierarchy, we know 

how many sources of complexity an abduction problem bears, and which kind of 

backtracking algorithm for solving it will be suitable. (See also Section 8.) 

The sequel of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some prelim- 

inaries on logic programming and complexity theory. Section 3 formally defines our 

abduction model in the propositional case. The complexity of the various abductive 

problems for normal logic programs is determined in Section 4. Section 5 deals with 

the extension of the abduction model by allowing for disjunctive logic programs. Sec- 

tion 6 generalizes the abductive model to the case of function-free first-order logic 

programs and discusses the data-complexity. Section 7 overviews some related works. 

Finally, Section 8 gives our conclusions and summarizes the complexity results deter- 

mined in the paper. 

2. Preliminaries and notation 

2. I. Logic programming 

The section recalls the basic concepts of (propositional) logic programming. The 

syntax of logic programs is given first; then stable and well-founded semantics [25,77] 

are provided. Stratified programs [2] and their properties are finally presented. 

Let a set V of propositional variables be given. A positive literal (atom) is an 

element a E V; a negative literal is the negation Ta of an atom. A program clause (or 

rule) r is 

where a,bl,..., bk are positive literals and ybk+l,. . . , lb,,, are negative literals. The 

atom a is called the head of r, while the conjunction bl A . . . A bk A Tbk+l A . . . A -b, 
is its body. A (propositional) logic program is a finite set LP of program clauses; it is 

positive (or y-free), if no negative literal occurs in it. As usual, it is tacitly assumed 

that V is, unless specified otherwise, the set of atoms occurring in LP. 
A (total) interpretation is a subset of V. A positive literal a (resp. a negative literal 

la) is true with respect to an interpretation I if aE1 (resp. a$I); otherwise it is false. 

A rule is satisfied (or is true) w.r.t. I if its head is true or its body is false w.r.t. I. 

An interpretation I is a model for a logic program LP if it satisfies all rules in LP. 
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2.1.1. Stable model semantics 
Given a logic program LP and an interpretation I, the Gelfond-Ltfschitz transform 

of LP with respect to I is the logic program LP’ consisting of all rules a c bl A. . . A bk 

such that (1) a + bl A...Abk A-b+,+1 A,., Ayb,ELP and (2) bi$I, for all k < 

i dm. Notice that 1 does not occur in LPI, i.e., it is a Horn program. Each Horn pro- 

gram P has a least model (i.e., a model included in every model), denoted by lm(P). 

An interpretation I is called a stable model of LP [25] iff I = Zm(LP’). The collec- 

tion of all stable models of LP is denoted by STM(LP) (i.e., STM(LP) = {I 1 I = 

Zm(LP’)}). 

Example 4. Consider the following program LP: 

a +- Tb b +- Ta eta c+b 

The stable models of LP are MI = {a, c} and I& = {b, c}. Indeed, by definition 

of the Gelfond-Lifschitz transform, LP”l = { a t,c t a, c t b } and LPM2 = 

{ b+, c + a, c t b }; thus, it is immediately recognized that Zm(LP”j ) =Ml and 

lm(LPM2) = M2. 

The example shows that a logic program may have several stable models (there can 

also be none). The modalities of brave and cautious reasoning are used to handle this. 

Brave reasoning (or credulous reasoning) infers that a literal Q is true in LP (denoted 

LP /=ir Q) iff Q is true with respect to A4 for some ME STM(LP). 

Cautious reasoning (or skeptical reasoning) infers that a literal Q is true in LP (de- 

noted LP b;t Q) iff (1) Q is true with respect to M for all M E STM(LP) and (2) 

STM(LP) # 0. 6 

The inference relations +$1 and +=fl extend to sets of literals as usual. 

Example 5. For the program LP of Example 4, a, b and c are brave inferences (LP +tt 
{a, b, c}); the only cautious inference is c (LP +zr c). 

2.1.2. Well-founded semantics 

A partial (3-valued) interpretation I is a consistent set of literals over V. Each 

atom a is considered to be true in I if a E I, false in I if Ta E I, and undefined in I 

otherwise. 

Let LP be a program and I be a (partial) interpretation. A set N of atoms is an 

unfounded set of LP w.r.t. I if each atom a in N satisfies the following condition: 

For each rule r E LP whose head is a at least one of the following holds: (1) some 

literal in the body of r is false w.r.t. I, or (2) some positive literal of the body of r 

6Note that (2), i.e., consistency of LP under stable semantics, is usually not requested in the definition 

of cautious consequence; we denote this version of cautious consequence by +f”. As shown in the next 

section, however, consistency is needed for abduction. 
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belongs to N. Unfounded sets are closed under unions; the union of all unfounded sets 

w.r.t. I is called the Greatest Unfounded Set for LP with respect to I and denoted by 

GU&P(O 

The well-founded model of LP is defined as the least fixed point of an operator which 

infers truth of atoms by classical immediate consequence and falsity using the Greatest 

Unfounded Set. Formally, define for program LP and interpretation I the following 

transformations: 

1. T’p(I) = {Q 13r~LP s.t. Q is the head of Y and the body of Y is true w.r.t. I} 

2. WLP(O = TLP(~ u {TV I Y E GUSLp(O) 

Consider the sequence IV0 = 0, IV, = Ff’~p( Wn-l ). The sequence finitely converges 

to a limit W;. WA is called the well-founded model of LP [77], which is denoted 

by WF(LP). Observe that, since the positive inferences of W,p are done by using 

the immediate consequence operator TLP, the well-founded model is supported, i.e., a 

positive literal Q is in WF(LP) only if there is a rule with head Q whose body is true 

w.r.t. WF(LP). The well-founded model has the following important property. 

Proposition 1 (Gelder et al. [77]). Given a logic program LP, the well-founded model 

WF(LP) can be computed in polynomial time. 

Example 6. Consider the following program LP: 

p+qA-r 9+-‘P s+-r 

We have (W, = 0): 

TLP(WO) = 8; GUSLP(WO) = {r,s}; WI = WLP(WO) = { -,-}; 

TLP(WI) = 0; GU&P(WI) = {r,s}; W2 = WLP(WI) = {lr,-}; 

and hence WI& = W2 = { lr, 7s } is the well-founded model of LP. Thus, r and s are 

false in the well-founded semantics, while p and q are undefined. Indeed, while it is 

intuitive that r and s should be false, it is unclear which value should be assigned to 

p and q. On this program the well-founded semantics behaves better than the stable 

one which says nothing about the truth valuation of the literals as the program has no 

stable model. On the contrary, on program LP of Example 4 the well-founded model 

is empty and, differently from the stable semantics, does not entail truth of c; however, 

several researchers have claimed that c should be entailed from LP [5,4]. 

The well-founded semantics regards WF(LP) as the intended meaning of the program 

LP. Accordingly, it infers that a literal Q is true in LP, denoted LP /==wf Q, iff it is 

true in the well-founded model (i.e., QE WF(LP)). This extends to inference of a set 

of literals as usual. 

2.1.3. Stratified programs 
Although stable and well-founded semantics are different in general, they coincide 

on the important class of stratified logic programs [2]. 
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A logic program LP is stra@ed iff it is possible to partition the set of its atoms 

into strata (51,. . . , S,.), such that for every rule a c bl A ’ . A bk A -V_YI A . . . A -q,, in 

LP the following holds, where Strat(x) = i iff x ES,: 

Strat(bi) 6 Strat(a> for all 1 <j< k and Strat(c,) < Strat(a), for all 1~ 1 <m. 

Proposition 2 (Gelder et al. [77]). Let LP be a stratijed logic program. Then, the 

well-founded model of LP is total, and it coincides with the unique stable model 
Qf LP. 

As a consequence, +,,,r, +ff, and +il are all equivalent on stratified programs. 

2.2. Complexity theory 

For NP-completeness and complexity theory, cf. [56]. The classes Xf,IIf and A; 

of the Polynomial Hierarchy (PH) (cf. [75]) are defined as follows: 

Ac=X;=IIc=P andforallkal, A[=P’%l, Cc=NP’rpl, IIi=co-cf. 

In particular, NP = Cr, co-NP = II:, and A; = PNp. Here PC and NPC denote the 

classes of problems that are solvable in polynomial time on a deterministic (resp. non- 

deterministic) Turing machine with an oracle for any problem n in the class C. The 

oracle replies to a query in unit time, and thus, roughly speaking, models a call to 

a subroutine for rc that is evaluated in unit time. If C has complete problems, then 

instances of any problem rc’ in C can be solved in polynomial time using an oracle 

for any C-complete problem rr, by transforming them into instances of rc; we refer to 

this by stating that an oracle for C is used. Notice that all classes C considered here 

have complete problems. 

The classes A[, k>2, have been refined by the class Af[O(logn)], in which the 

number of calls to the oracle is in each computation bounded by O(logn), where n is 

the size of the input. The class DC, which is defined as the class of problems that consist 

of the conjunction of two (independent) problems from Cp and II:, respectively, is 

considered to be further restricted in computational power. Notice that for all k b 1, 

Cf C Dl C AE+,[O(logn)] G Ai+, c Cf+;, c PSPACE; 

each inclusion is widely conjectured to be strict. Note that, by the rightmost inclu- 

sion, all these classes contain only problems that are solvable in polynomial space. 

They allow, however, a finer grained distinction between NP-hard problems that are in 

PSPACE. 

The above complexity classes have complete problems under polynomial-time trans- 

formations involving quantified Boolean formulas (QBFs). A QBF is an expression of 

the form 

QS1Qzx2 . . Q/c&E, k 3 1, (1) 
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where E is a Boolean expression whose atoms are from pairwise disjoint nonempty 

sets of variables X 1,. . . ,&, and the Qi’s are alternating quantifiers from {3,V}, for all 

i=l , . . . , k. If Qi = 3 then we say the QBF is k-existential, otherwise it is k-universal. 

Validity of QBFs is defined in the obvious way by recursion to variable-free Boolean 

expressions. We denote by QBFk,j (resp., QBFk,v) the set of all valid k-existential 

(resp., k-universal) QBFs (1). 

Given a k-existential QBF @ (resp. a k-universal QBF Iv), deciding whether 

@E QBF,,, (resp. Y E QBF5v), is a classical C;-complete (resp. II{-complete) prob- 

lem; deciding the conjunction (@ E QBFhj) A (Y E QBF,,,) is complete for D[. 

Deciding, given an arbitrary number of QBFs of form (I), whether the number of 

valid QBFs among them is odd is complete for Ac+;,[O(logn)]. The problems remain 

as hard under the following restrictions: (1) E in (1) is in conjunctive normal form 

and each clause contains three literals (3CNF) if Qk = 3, and (2) E is in disjunctive 

normal form and each monom contains three literals (3DNF) if Qk = V [76]. 

3. Abduction model 

In this section, we describe our formal model for abduction from logic programs 

and state the main decisional reasoning tasks for abductive reasoning. The abduction 

model is defined here for propositional programs; the generalization to logic programs 

with variables is given in Section 6. 

3.1. Logic programming abduction problems 

Definition 1. Let V be a set of propositional atoms. A logic programming abduction 

problem (MAP) 9 over V consists of a tuple (H, M, LP, k), where H C V is a finite 

set of hypotheses, M C V U {TU ) u E V} is a finite set of manifestations, LP is a 

propositional logic program on V, and k is an inference operator. 

For simplicity, we suppose throughout the rest of the paper that V is implicitly 

defined as the set of propositional atoms appearing in 9, which we denote by V’$, and 

omit the phrase “over Y’. 

Remark. This model does not include specification of constraints on the logic program. 

However, the most used form of constraint + al A. . . Aa, which means that al,. . . , a,, 

may not be true simultaneously, can easily be simulated in our model, by adding a 

rule abs +- al A... A a, to the logic program, where abs is a new propositional atom, 

and adding labs to the manifestations. 

Definition 2. Let 9 = (H,M, LP, b) be a LPAP, and let S C H. Then, S is a solution 

(or explanation) to P iff LP U S + hf. 

The set of all solutions to 9 is denoted by Sol(P). 
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In this paper we consider abductive problems for the inference operators /==,f, bt[, 

and &. Note that, in the definition of cautious abduction, we have not used the 

classical skeptical operator (a literal is true if it is true in all stable models), but we 

have adopted the inference operator kit which requires additionally that the program 

has (at least) one stable model. The reason for that is the need to guarantee that PUS 

is “consistent”; otherwise, any set of atoms S making the logic program inconsistent 

would be an explanation of all possible manifestations. 

Example 7. Consider the LPAP 9 = ({d,b}, {c},LP, b$), where LP = {u + b A 

TZ, c +- d} and +$ is classical stable cautious inference. One reasonably expects 

that the observation of c abduces the atom d. Nevertheless, since LP U {b} has no 

stable model and, as a consequence, LP u {b} +sfs c, the set {b} is a solution to 9. 

On the contrary, the problem does not arise with the inference operator &. Indeed, 

if we consider the LPAP 9’ = ({d, b}, {c},LP, bgt), then {b} is not a solution to 9, 

as this operator requires the existence of a stable model (ensuring the consistency of 

the program). 

The explicit introduction of the inference operator in the definition of abduction 

problem endows our abduction model with a great flexibility, since the appropriate 

semantics can be adopted on each application domain. This is particularly important in 

logic programming, as no semantics is generally accepted as the best one for all logic 

programs; rather, it is acknowledged that the right semantics must be chosen on the 

particular domain. It is interesting to briefly discuss on the applicability on different 

domains of brave and cautious reasoning, respectively. We argue that brave inference 

is well suited for diagnosis, while cautious inference is adequate for planning. In fact, 

consider a system represented by a logic program LP with stable model semantics. If 

the system is solicited by some input, represented by adding a set A of atoms to LP, 

then each stable model of LPUA is a possible evolution of the system, i.e., each stable 

model represents a possible reaction of the system to A. 

Diagnosis consists, loosely speaking, in deriving from an observed system state (char- 

acterized by the truth of a set F of facts), a suitable input A which caused this evolution. 

Now, since each stable model of LP U A is a possible evolution of the system with 

input A, we can assert that A is a possible input that caused F if LP U A ki, F. Thus, 

diagnostic problems can be naturally represented by abductive problems with brave 

inferences. 

Suppose now that we want that the system is in a certain state (described by a set 

F of facts), and we have to determine the “right” input that enforces this state of 

the system (planning). In this case it is not sufficient to choose an input A such that 

F is true in some possible evolution of the system; rather, we look for an input A 

such that F is true in all possible evolutions, as we want to be sure that the system 

reacts in that particular way. In other words, we look for A such that LP U A & F. 

Hence, planning activities can be represented by abductive problems with cautious 

inferences. 
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The next shows that under cautious has most a 

higher than abduction brave modality; from the point of 

planning is likely harder diagnosis. 

The properties of hypothesis in LPAP 9 are of natural interest with 

respect to computing abductive solutions. 

Definition 3. Let Y = (H, M, LP, f=) b e a LPAP and h E H. Then, h is relevant for 9 

iff h ES for some SE SO/(~), and h is necessary for Y iff h ES for every SE Sal(9). 

We refer to the property opposite to necessity also as dispensability (cf. [33]). Now, 

the main decisional problems in abductive reasoning are as follows: Given a LPAP 

9 = (H,MLP, I=), 
1. does there exist a solution for 9 ? (consistency), 

2. is a given hypothesis h E H relevant for 9, i.e., does h contribute to some solution 

of 9? (relevance), 

3. is a given hypothesis hEH necessary for 9, i.e., is h contained in all solutions 

of Y? (necessity). 

It is common in abductive reasoning to prune the set of all solutions and to focus, 

guided by some principle of solution preference, on a set of preferred solutions. Two 

important notions of preferred solutions are irredundant solutions, i.e., solutions which 

do not contain any other solution properly (cf. [58,74,41]), and solutions of smallest 

cardinality (cf. [58]). We refer to the former solutions of a LPAP P as c-solutions 

and to the latter as <-solutions, and denote their collection by SoZc (9’) and Sal<(9), 

respectively. 

The properties of relevance and necessity of a hypothesis for a LPAP 9 with respect 

to Sole(Y) (resp. SolQ(Y)) rather than Sol(Y), are referred to as c-relevance and 

&-nec&sity (resp. <-relevance and 6 -necessity). 

The complexity of the problems consistency, relevance, and necessity under inference 

operators b,f, +tt, and +$, combined with &-solutions and d-solutions, is studied 

in Section 4. 

3.2. Generic transformations between related problems 

Prior to the analysis of abduction problems under particular semantics, we note some 

general reducibilities among abduction problems and deductive inference problems. On 

the one hand, the reducibilities show us how different reasoning tasks are related; in 

fact, the relationship is close in some cases. On the other hand, they help to simplify 

the proofs of several complexity results. Moreover, we point out relationships between 

abduction using arbitrary and &-solutions. 

3.2.1. Solution verification 
It is clear that entailment of a conjunction of literals and solution verification are 

equivalent. We state this for later reference. 
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Proposition 3 (Equivalence of solution verification and entailment). Deciding, given a 
LPAP 9 = (H,M, LP, +) an d a set S C H, whether S E Sol(p) is W.Y. t. polynomial- 

time transformation equivalent to the entailment problem LPl + y, where LPl is u 
logic program and y is a conjunction of literals. 

3.2.2. Consistency 

Deductive entailment is a subtask inherent to abduction. This problem can be re- 

duced to consistency by means of a simple generic transformation, which gives us the 

following result. 

Proposition 4 (Entailment reduces to consistency). Entailment of a conjunction y of 
literals from a logic program LP, LP k y, reduces in polynomial time to consistency 

under b. 

Proof. Suppose we want to decide whether LP k y, where y = q1 A. . ’ A qk and the qi 

are literals. Then we consider the LPAP 9 = (0, {ql, . . . , qk},LP, k). The only possible 

solution to 9 is 0. Obviously, 0~ Sol(p) if and only if LP k y. 0 

Thus, the complexity of entailment is a - naturally expected - lower complexity 

bound for consistency. As will be seen, it will be complemented in some cases by a 

matching upper bound. 

Notice that, as an immediate corollary to Propositions 3 and 4, solution verification 

easily reduces to consistency in polynomial time. 

3.2.3. Relevance 
It turns out that the complexities of consistency and relevance always coincide. In 

fact, this can be established by means of generic reductions between the problems. 

Proposition 5 (Equivalence of consistency and relevance). Problems consistency and 
relevance are equivalent W.Y. t. polynomial-time transformation. 

Proof. Consistency can be reduced to relevance: Let 9 = (H,M,LP, k) be an LPAP. 

Suppose we want to decide whether Sol(9) # 0. Then we consider 9’ = (H u 

{q)NJf’, I=) h w ere q is a fresh atom. Now, S E SoZ(S) if and only if S U {q} E 
SoZ(S’), for every SCH. Hence, 9 is consistent if and only if q is relevant for 9’. 

Relevance can be reduced to consistency: Let 9 = (H, M, LP, +) be an LPAP and 

h E H. Suppose we want to decide whether there is some S E Sol(Y) such that h ES. 
Then we consider 9’ = (H,M, LP U {h}, k). N ow, h is relevant for 9 if and only if 

9” is consistent. To see this, suppose first that h is relevant for 9. Hence, there exists 

an S C H such that h E S and LP U S k M. Clearly, LP U {h} U S k M, and therefore 

S E So/(F). Thus, 9’ is consistent. Conversely, suppose that 9” is consistent, i.e., 

there is some S E SO/(~). Since LP U {h} US k M, we have S U {h} E Sol(p), which 

means that h is relevant for 9. 0 
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This relationship allows to derive complexity results for relevance immediately from 

complexity results for consistency. 

3.2.4. Necessity 

Necessity is related to consistency similarly as relevance. In fact, necessity turns out 

to be equivalent to inconsistency, the complement of consistency. 

Proposition 6 (Equivalence of inconsistency and necessity). Problems inconsistency 
and relevance are equivalent w.r. t. polynomial-time transformation. 

Proof. Inconsistency can be reduced to necessity: Let 9 = (H,M, LP, I=) be an LPAP. 

Suppose we want to decide whether Sol(9’) = 0. Then we consider as above 9”’ = 

(H U {q},MLP, k) where q is a fresh atom. Now, q is necessary, i.e., q occurs in 

every solution SE Sol(Y) if and only if Sol(Y) = 0, i.e., .Y is inconsistent. 

Necessity can be reduced to inconsistency: Let 9 = (H,M, LP, k) be an LPAP and 

h E H. Suppose we want to decide whether h E S for all SE Sol(Y). Then we consider 

9” = (H \ {h},M,LP,+). N ow, for every inference relation b from k,,,,-, ktl, and 

KY we clearly have that 9 is inconsistent if and only if h is necessary for 9’. 0 

Note that the two reductions obviously hold for every “reasonable” inference relation; 

thus, inconsistency and necessity are equivalent in any reasonable inference setting. 

3.2.5. Relevance and necessity under c-solutions 
Using minimal solutions (i.e., G-solutions) instead of arbitrary solutions has different 

effects to relevance and necessity. For the former problem, we note the following 

proposition. 

Proposition 7. Suppose that consistency for a class of LPAPs is in the complexity 

class C. Then, c-relevance is in NPC. 

Proof. That a hypothesis h E H is C-relevant for 9’ = (H,M,LP, +) can be non- 

deterministically proved as follows. Guess a minimal solution S so that h E S. (That 

is, guess S’ C H and consider S = S’ U {h}.) The guess is verified by testing (1) 

S E So/(Y) and (2) there is no S’ C S such that S’ E Sol(Y). Since solution verifica- 

tion reduces efficiently to consistency (cf. Propositions 3 and 4), it follows from the 

hypothesis that (1) can be decided in polynomial time with a call to an oracle for 

consistency. Test (2) can be decided with checking whether for each h’ ES, the LPAP 

(S \ {h’},MLP, I=) 1s inconsistent. By hypothesis, each such test is polynomial with 

an oracle for consistency. Therefore, (1) and (2) can be decided in polynomial time 

with an oracle for consistency. It follows that C-relevance is in NPC. 0 

There is a simple relationship between necessity on arbitrary and C-solutions, re- 

spectively. 
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Proposition 8. Let 27 = (H, 714, LP, b) b e a LPAP and let h E H. Then, h is c-necessary 

for 9 ifl h is necessary for 9. 

From this observation, we do not deal with s-necessity explicitly in our analysis. 

4. Complexity results 

In this section, we determine the complexity of the main reasoning tasks on the 

abduction model from the previous section. In particular, we study the complexity 

of abduction under well-founded, stable cautious, and stable brave semantics in the 

specified order. For each semantics each abductive problem is first analyzed in the 

case of no preference criterion and then under both the subset-minimality and the 

smallest-cardinality preference principle. 

Several hardness results will be derived by reductions of validity testing for QBFs. 

The reduction will often use the rewriting of a boolean expression E in CNF or DNF 

into a set of propositional programming rules. Before starting the complexity analysis, 

we fix some helpful notation. 

For a Boolean formula E in CNF (resp. DNF), we denote by E the DNF (resp. 

CNF) expression obtained by applying De Morgan’s rule to -E and cancelling all 

double negations. For instance, given E = (XI V TQ) A x3, i? = (XXI A x2) V 7x3. Note 

that ?? = E. Furthermore, given a Boolean expression E in CNF, we define transf(E) 

as follows: 

transf (E) = {abs +- bl A . . . A bk A la1 A . . A Tal 1 

al V..’ ValVTbj V...VybkEE (k,Z>O)} 

Moreover, given a set Y of propositional variables, we shall denote by Y’ the set 

{Y’IYEY). 
Let X be the set of propositional atoms appearing in E. Each truth assignment 

I to the atoms in X can naturally be seen as the subset XI LX of the atoms true 

w.r.t. I (i.e., X, = {x EX IZ(x) = tme}). Observe that for each Xl 5X, the program 

transf(E) U Xl is stratified; thus, by Proposition 2, it has a total well-founded model 

which coincides with its unique stable model. In transf(E), abs (standing for “absurd”) 

represents falsity: given a truth assignment Z for the atoms in a CNF expression E, a 

clause 

al V . . V al V Tb, V . . . V -bk E E 

is satisfied by I iff abs is not derivable from the corresponding rule 

abstbl A...AbkAlal A...A~alEtransf(E)UXI 

(under well-founded or stable semantics). Thus, I is a model of E if and only if 

abs is not deducible from XI U transf (E). (Note that since the program is stratified, 

derivability under well-founded, stable brave, and stable cautious semantics coincide.) 
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For instance, consider the simple CNF expression E = z1 V z2 V 7~3. Then, 

transf(E) = {abs + z3 A ~ZI A 1~2) 

It is immediately recognized that a truth assignment I to the atoms from 2 = {zi,z2,zs} 

satisfies E if and only if transf(E) U ZI k,+,r ~XV (equivalently, trunsf(E) U Z, k$ 

hubs, or trunsf(E)UZ~ /=$ T&Y). Thus, the above stated correspondence can be prof- 

itably used to check the validity of QBFs. For instance, the formula 3ZE is valid (i.e., 

it is in QBF~,J) iff there exists Zl C Z such that trunsf(E)UZl /=,,,r wbs (equivalently, 

trunsf(E) U Zl bfl labs, or trunsf(E) U Zl bit Tubs). 

4. I. Well-founded semun tics 

4.1.1. No preference 

From Proposition 1 it is immediate that checking whether a set S is a solution 

to a LPAP 9 = (H,M, LP, k,,,f) is p ossible in polynomial time. On the other hand, 

this problem contains inference of an atom from a negation-free logic program (i.e., 

a Horn program) as a subproblem, which is well-known to be logspace-hard for P 

(cf. [78,56]). Thus, by Proposition 3, we conclude 

Proposition 9. Let 9 = (H,M, LP, +,,f) b e a LPAP. Deciding if S c H fulfills S E 

Sol(Y) is logspuce-complete for P. 

While this is a positive result, checking the consistency of a LPAP is most likely 

intractable. 

Theorem 1. To decide if SoE(9’) # 0 f or a given LPAP 9 = (H,M, LP k,,,,-) is 

NP-complete. NP-hardness holds even if LP is a strutijied logic program. 

Proof. NP-membership: A guess S C Vq can be verified in polynomial (Proposition 9). 

NP-hardness: We transform deciding 3XE E QBF,,,, where E is in 3CNF, into 

checking Sol(g) # 0 for a LPAP 9. 
Consider the LPAP 9 = (X, {labs}, LP, kw,-), where LP = trunsf (E). 
Recall that, for each Xl LX, LP U Xl is stratified; hence, by Proposition 2 it has 

a total well-founded model. As a consequence, given Xl LX, each xi E X is either 

true or false w.r.t. WF(LP U Xl). Now, consider the set of logic programs _Y = 

{LPuXl (Xl LX}. Because of the specific form of LP, there is a l-l correspondence 

between the possible truth assignments to the atoms in X, and the set of well-founded 

models of the programs in _Y (the image of a truth assignment I is WF(LP U XI)). 

Furthermore, it is easy to see that E is satisfied by an assignment I if and only if 

WF(LP UX.) f= labs (recall that the well-founded model is supported). Hence, there 

exists an assignment I satisfying E iff there exists Xl C X such that WF(LP U Xl) b 

Tubs. In other words, 3XE is valid iff Sol(B) # 0. Checking if @ = 3XE E QBF,,3 

is NP-hard, thus deciding Sol(p) # 0 is NP-hard as well. Moreover, since LP is 
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stratified, we have also shown that NP-hardness holds even if the logic program LP 
from 9 is stratified. 

As shown in Section 3.2, problem relevance has the same complexity as consistency. 

Theorem 2. Deciding if a given hypothesis is relevant for a given LPAP 9 = (H,M, 

LP, b,,,,-) is NP-complete. NP-hardness holds even if LP is a stratijied logic program. 

Proof. The result for the general case is immediate from Proposition 5 and Theorem 1. 

Hardness for stratified logic program holds as consistency is already NP-hard in that 

case, and the reduction from consistency to relevance in the proof of Proposition 5 

maps a stratified logic program to a stratified logic program. 0 

Finally, we state the result for necessity, which has complementary complexity of 

consistency. 

Theorem 3. Deciding if a given hypothesis is necessary for a given LPAP 9 = 

(H,M, LP, bWf) is co-NP-complete. co-NP-hardness holds even if LP is a stratified 
logic program. 

4.1.2. C-preference with kWr 
Now we determine the complexity of the main reasoning tasks if acceptable solutions 

must be it-redundant, i.e., minimal with respect to ordinary set inclusion. Intuitively, 

this requirement makes solution verification harder, since, given a candidate S for 

a solution, current methods will have to inspect an exponential number of subsets in 

the worst case to prove that no solution properly included in S exists. 

Theorem 4. Deciding if a given hypothesis is C-relevant for a LPAP .CF’ = (H,M,LP, 

kWf) is Cc-complete. X:-hardness holds even if LP is a stratified logic program. 

Proof. C;-membership: By Proposition 7, it follows that c-relevance is in NPNP = Cc. 

Cc-hardness: We transform deciding that a QBF @ = 3XVYE is in QBF,,,, where 

E is in 3DNF, into deciding G-relevance. 

Let X = {xl ,..., x,} and Y = {VI,... , yX}, and consider the following LPAP 9 = 

(H, Q u b),LP, t=wyL w h ere H = X U X’ U Y U {IV}; the logic program LP is as 

follows: 

LP = transf (i?) U {p c labs, p c yl A . . . A y,, A w} 

U{p+-xiAxi,qi+-xi, qj+xiji=l,..., m} 

Observe that for each S 2 H, LP U S is stratified. 

Since each qi can be explained only by xi or xi, it is easily seen that each solution 

of 9 must contain xi or x( for i = l,..., m. On the other hand, if a set S C H with 
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the latter property contains both xi and x: for some i, or it contains yl, . . . , y,, and w, 

then S is a solution to 9. 

We claim that @ is valid iff w is C-relevant for 9. 

+: Let Xl GX such that VYE is valid on Xl (that is, VYE is a logical consequence 

ofXlU{ 1.x; 1 XiEX\Xl }). As observed above, the set Sxr =XlU(X-Xl)‘UYU{w} 

is a solution to 9. Moreover, Sxi is a C-solution of 6??‘. To show this, assume that 

S c Sxl is a smaller solution for 9. It is easily seen that, without loss of generality, 

w $Z S (for, the only rule in LP U S in which w occurs cannot be applied); moreover, 

S coincides on X U X’ with 5’~~. Since LP U S kwr p, some rule must derive p. 
Clearly, the only one which can do so is p + labs. Hence, LP U S bWf labs, which 

means that the body of each rule in transf(E) is false. Since the well-founded model 

M of LP U S is total (as the program is stratified), it thus follows that on Xl and the 

valuation of the atoms in Y given by M, formula E is not true. Thus, VYE is not valid 

on Xl, which is a contradiction. Hence, an S as hypothesized does not exist, and SX, 

is a c-solution of 9. Consequently, w is G-relevant. 

+: Let S be a C-solution to 9 such that w E 5’. Then, S contains clearly exactly 

one of xi and xi, for each i = 1,. . . , m, and Y C S. Since for each Yl s Y, the set 

Sri = (S n (X UX’)) U Yl is not a solution, we have that LP U $1 k up, and hence 

LP U Syl /= abs. Thus, on the set Xl = X n S, the formula VYE is valid, and thus 

@ is valid. This proves the claim. 

The result follows. 0 

4.1.3. <-preference with +,,,r 

Next, we consider the abductive reasoning tasks based on well-founded inference 

where the solutions of smallest size are acceptable. A straightforward approach for 

solving the reasoning problems is to calculate the size s of the smallest solutions, and 

then to proceed as in case there is no preference, but admitting only solutions of the 

size s. While this procedure is simple, the following complexity results suggest that 

there is hardly a substantially more efficient algorithm. 

Theorem 5. Deciding if a given hypothesis is d-relevant for a LPAP 9 = (H,M,_W, 

kWy) is A;[O(log n)]-complete. Af[O(log n)]-hardness holds even if LP is stratzjied. 

Proof. A$‘[O(log n)]-membership: Using an NP oracle, <-relevance of h E H can be 

decided as follows: (1) compute the size s of a wf- d -solution S by binary search on 

LO,. . ., n] using the oracle. (Query the oracle whether there exists an SE Sol(p) such 

that ISI <k, starting with k = n/2; this problem is in NP, cf. proof of Theorem 1.) (2) 

Check whether there exists an SE Sol(y) such that IS] = s and heS using the oracle 

(again, this problem is in NP). Step (1) takes O(log IHI) oracle calls, and step (2) 
a single oracle call. Hence, membership in A$‘[O(logn)] follows. 

Ac[O(logn)]-hardness: We choose a simple reduction of the corresponding abduc- 

tion problem under cautious classical inference (kg,), i.e., inference from all models 

where a model must exist. As follows immediately from [19, Theorem 5.91, deciding 
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whether h E H is relevant for the d-solutions of an abduction problem (H,M, LP, &), 
where LP consists of definite Horn clauses (i.e. rules of the form a + bi A . . . A b,, 

where a,bl,..., b, are atoms), is A;[O(logn)]-hard. 

Notice that for each S G H, LP U S is negation-free; therefore, the unique minimal 

model NL~“s of LP U S, is the well-founded model of LP U S. On the other hand, 

since LP U S is definite Horn, LP U S f=zI M iff N~p”s b M, i.e., LP U S k,,,f M. It 
follows that S is a solution to (H,M, LP, &) iff it is a solution of (H,M, LP, kWr). 

Consequently, deciding if h is d-relevant for (H,M,LP, bWr) is Ac[O(logn)]- 

hard. 0 

For deciding necessity of a hypothesis, we obtain by a similar proof the same com- 

plexity result. Notice that the classes Ai[O(logn)] are closed under complement. 

Theorem 6. Deciding if a given hypothesis is <-necessary for a LPAP 9 = (H,M, 

LP, k,,,r) is A;[O(log n)]-complete. A;[O(log n)]-hardness holds euen ifLP is a strat- 
ified logic program. 

Let us make at this point a remark on how the derived results can be sharpened. 

We focused on stratified programs for the hardness results; with proper modifications 

of the constructions, the same lower bounds can be derived also for positive programs, 

with the exception of c-relevance. 

Theorem 7. On the class of LPAPs 9 = (H,A4, LP, kWr-) where LP is a positive logic 

program, the problems (1) consistency and relevance are NP-hard; (2) necessity is 
co-NP-hard; and (3) G-relevance and <-necessity are Ac[O(log n)]-hard. 

Proof. The program in the proof of Theorem 5 is already negation-free; this proves 

(3). To show (1) and (2), modify the program LP in the proof of Theorem 1 as 

follows: replace each occurrence of a negative literal, lz, in the logic program LP 

by z’; add rules VV, t z’, w, c z, f c z AZ' to the program; add both z and z’ to the 

hypotheses; and, add w,, -f to the manifestations. It is easy to see that the solutions 

of the resulting LPAP .!??‘I, each of which contains exactly one of z and z’, correspond 

l-l to the solutions of 9’. Since the reductions from (in)consistency to necessity and 

relevance in Section 3.2 preserve positive programs, (1) and (2) follow. 17 

For positive programs, C-relevance is easier than for arbitrary stratified programs, 

since checking whether a solution S is C-minimal is polynomial. This is immediate 

from Proposition 9 and the following fact, which is not hard to see. 

Proposition 10. Let 9 = (H,M,LP, +,,,f) w h ere LP is positive, and let S E Sol(Y). 
Then, no S’ & S exists such that S’ E Sol(p) iff for every h ES, S \ {h} C$ SO&~‘). 

Thus, the following is derived. 
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Theorem 8. Deciding ij’a giuen hypothesis is C_-relevant for a LPAP 9 = (H,M,LP, 
kwf) where LP is positive, is NP-complete. 

Proof. Membership in NP is shown along the line of proof of Proposition 7. Problem 
(1) there, solution verification, is polynomial by Proposition 9, and problem (2), no 
S’ c S exists such that S’ E Sol(Y), is also polynomial by Propositions 9 and 10. It 
follows that G-relevance is in NP. 

On the other hand, since consistency is by Theorem 7 NP-hard for positive programs, 
clearly G-relevance is NP-hard for positive programs. The result follows. q 

4.2. Stable cautious reasoning 

The compu~tional complexity of the abductive problems under stable cautious rea- 
soning will be shown to be higher than the computational complexity of the abductive 
problems under well-founded inference. Our proofs of the hardness results involve in 
general more complex translations; in particular, since stratified logic programs have a 
unique stable model, we will have to use unstratified programs. 

Given a set Z = (21 , . . . ,zn} of propositional atoms we define cloos(Z) to be the 
following set of rules: 

cEos(Z)={zic-~z!, zJ+-7qli=l,...,n) 

Let E be a Boolean CNF expression whose atoms include Z, and consider LP(E,Z) = 
transf(E) U cZos(Z). Note that LP(E,Z) is not stratified. 

Intuitively, z: represents the complement of zi: zi is true in a stable model M of LP 
iff zf is false in M, and conversely. The rules in coos “give support” to the atoms 
in Z. 

For instance, given the expression E = z1 V z2 V -a3 +- from the beginning of the 
section, the logic program LP(E, Z) = cEos( {q ,z2, ~3)) U transf( ( z1 V z2 V 7~3 }) is 

Zi t- TZi (1 <i<3) 
2; +- 1zi (161’63) 
abs t z3 A 1~1 A 7~2 

It is immediately recognized that there is a 1-l correspondence between the interpreta- 
tions of E and the stable models of LP, where the models of E correspond to the stable 
models of LP in which ah is false. The latter are: Mi = (~3,~1,~2}, M2 = {z~,z;,z~), 

M3 = {Z3,Zlrz;}, M4 = {z;,zhz2}, MS = {z;,z;,z;}, M6 = {z:,z;,z2}, M7 = {z$,z1,z;>. 

Such a correspondence can be profitably used to check the validity of QBFs. For in- 
stance, the formula 3z13~23~3E is valid (i.e., it is in QBF,,,) iff LP i=;tt Tabs. The 
formula VZE is valid (i.e., it is in QBF,., ifI LP(E,Z) /=$ -abs. 

4.2. I. No preference 
Now, let us consider solution verification for LPAPs that use inference +gt. In the 

light of the results from [65], it is clear that this problem is most likely not polynomial. 
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Proposition 11. Let 9 = (H,M,LP,kzl) b e a LPAP. Deciding if S c H fuljills S E 

Sol(p) is DT-complete. 

Proof. By Proposition 3, solution verification is polynomial-time equivalent to infer- 

ence of a conjunction of literals. As shown in [65], given a propositional logic program 

LP and atom q, deciding whether LP kir q is Dy-complete. Clearly, DT is also an upper 

bound for cautious inference of a conjunction of literals (apart from a simple computa- 

tional argument, this follows easily from the fact that Dy is closed under conjunction). 

The result follows. 0 

Next, we consider consistency checking for LPAPs. Due to the higher complexity of 

solution verification, the problem resides for bzt one level higher up in the polynomial 

hierarchy compared to b,,,f. 

Theorem 9. To decide if Sol(.???) # 0 f or a given LPAP 9 = (H,M,LP, kzl) is C;- 
complete. 

Proof. C;-membership: We guess S C H. Then, by virtue of Proposition 11, we can 

verify that S~Sol(9) in polynomial time with two calls to an oracle for NP. Hence, 

the problem is in Cc. 

I$‘-hardness: We give a transformation from deciding @ E QBF,,,, where @ = 

3XtIYE, X = {x1,... ,xn}, Y = (~1,. ., y,}, and E is in 3DNF. 

Consider the LPAP 9’ = (X, {abs}, LP, kzr), where LP = transf (E) U clos( Y). 
For each Xl CX, there is a l-l correspondence between the stable models of LP U 

Xl and the possible truth assignments for yi, . . . , ym (the truth value of each xi in the 

stable models is determined by membership in Xl). A truth assignment to Y satisfies E 
iff abs is true in the corresponding stable model. Thus, the formula VYE is valid 

dependent on Xl, iff for each NESTM(LPUX~), N k abs, i.e., LPUXl bzf abs. On 

the other hand, @ is valid iff there exists an Xl GX such that VYE is valid dependent 

on Xl. Therefore, @ is valid iff there exists an Xl CX such that LP UXl kgl abs. In 

other words, @ is valid iff there exists Xl l Sol(p), i.e., Sol(g) # 0 if and only if @ 

is valid. 

Whence, to decide if Sol(B) # 0 for a given LPAP 9 = (H,M,LP, k$) is 

Cc-hard. 0 

For deciding relevance, we obtain by Proposition 5 the same complexity result, and 

for deciding necessity, by Proposition 6 a complementary complexity result. 

Theorem 10. Deciding if a given hypothesis is relevant for a LPAP 9 = (H,M,LP, 
t=$) is C;-complete. 

Theorem 11. Deciding if a given hypothesis is necessary for a given LPAP 9 = 
(H,M, LP, +zt) is II;-complete. 
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4.2.2. C-preference with +$ 
Now let us determine the effect of restricting solutions to those minimal under in- 

clusion. 

As in the case of well-founded inference, we face for the relevance test an increase in 

complexity, which is intuitive from the more difficult problem of solution verification. 

In fact, we encounter a problem complete for a class of the third level of the polynomial 

hierarchy, 

Theorem 12. Deciding if a given hypothesis is C-relevant for a LPAP 9 = (H,M,LP, 

b$) is X:-complete. 

Proof. Cc-membership: By Theorem 9, consistency is in C;. Hence, by Proposition 7, 

c-relevance is in NP’; = C:. 

X:-hardness: We describe a transformation from deciding if a QBF Cp = 3XVY3ZE, 

where E is in 3CNF, belongs to QBF,,,. 

Let X = {xi,..., xn,}, Y = {yt,. . . , yn,}, and Z = (~1,. . . ,zn,}. Take atoms X’ = 

{&.., x;,), Q = {a,...> qn,} and w, and define a logic program LP as follows: 

LP = transf(E) U C/OS(Z) U {abs t yl A . . A y,,, A w} 

U {abs + xi A x(, qi + xi, qi + X( ( i = 1 . . . , n,}. 

Consider the LPAP 9 = (H, Q U {abs},LP, &), where H =X UX’ U Y U {w}. 

Since each qi can be explained only by Xi or xl, ’ it is easily seen that each solution 

of9mustcontainxjorx~fori=I,...,n,. On the other hand, each subset S C H with 

the latter property that contains {w, yt, . . . , yn,} or {Xi,Xi}, for some i, is a solution 

to 9’. However, a minimal solution contains either {w, yi, . . . , yn,} or {xi,xi} for some 

i, but it cannot contain both. 

We claim that @ is valid iff w is C-relevant for 9’. 

Prior to the proof of the claim, suppose for the moment that n, = 0. Then 9 would be 

of the form g’ = (YU{w},{abs},LP’, b$), w h ere LP’ = transf(E)UcZos(Z)U{abs +-- 

y1 /I’.. A y,, A w} is the logic program for 3 Y’#ZE according to the transformation 

in the proof of Theorem 9, augmented by the rule abs + y1 A . . . A yn, A w. Clearly, 

Y U {w} is a solution to 9’. Since (Y, {abs}, transf(E) U C/OS(Z), /=$) has, as shown 

in the proof of Theorem 9, a solution iff 3 YVZE is valid, it follows that Y U {w} is 

the only solution of p iff 3YVZi? is false. 

Utilizing these observations, we now proof the claim. 

(=x) Let Xl CX such that VY3ZE is valid on Xl, i.e., 3YVZE is false. By the 

above consideration, S = Xl U (X - Xl)’ U Y U {w} is a solution to 9. Moreover, 

it holds that Y U {w} is the only solution of the LPAP (Y U {w},{abs},LP’ U Xl U 

(X -Xl>‘, I=$). c onsequently, S is a c-minimal solution of 9, which means that w 

is G-relevant. 

(+) Let SE SOZE(B) such that w ES, and let Xl = X n S. Clearly, Y G S. Thus, it 

follows that each subset Y 1 C Y is not a solution of the LPAP (Y U {w}, {abs}, LP’ U 
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d-preference with +z, 
In the setting with inference k,,,f, we have seen that the straightforward algorithm 

to decide relevance and necessity, respectively, is by computing the size s of a smallest 

solution and proceed then as under no preference, but admitting only solutions of size s. 

The following results show that with respect to worst best complexity, there is most 

likely no significantly more efficient algorithm. 

Theorem 13. Deciding if a given hypothesis is <-relevant for a LPAP 9 = (H,M, LP, 

+ft) is AT[O(log n)]-complete. 

Proof. Af[O(logn)]-membership: The proof is similar to the membership part for 

Theorem 5, where the NP oracle for querying solutions is replaced by a Cc oracle. 

A:[O(logn)]-hardness: We show hardness by a reduction from the corresponding 

abduction problem under classical semantics. Theorem 4.6 in [19] states that deciding, 

given a set of propositional clauses T, sets H, M of propositional atoms and an atom 

h E H, whether h belongs to any smallest (w.r.t. size) subset S c H such that T U 

S k=p A4 and T U S is consistent (where k=p is classical propositional consequence), is 

A:[O(logn)]-hard. If we view T as a CNF expression and assume that abs is a logical 

constant for falsity, this means that, in our terminology, deciding whether a hypothesis 

h E H is d-relevant for an LPAP 9’ = (H,M, transf(T), kp), is A:[O(logn)]-hard, 

where transf(.) is the transformation from the beginning of Section 4. 

Now let X = VP \ { abs} be the atoms occurring in T and define 

LP = transf(T) U {x +- lx’, x’ + TX 1 x EX} U {b c abs A +} 

where X n X’ = 0 and b is a fresh atom. Then, the following is easily checked: For 

each S 2 H, if N is a stable model of LP U S, then N n VP is a model of T U S; note 

that in each stable model of LP U S, both abs and b must be false. Conversely, if N 

is a model of T U S, then N U (X -N)’ is a stable model of LP. Thus, it follows that 

S is a solution of 9 = (H,M,LP, t=zt) iff S is a solution of 9. Consequently, h is 

<-relevant for 9 iff it is <-relevant for 8’. It follows that <-relevance under +$ is 

A:[O(log n)]-hard. 0 

As in the case of inference +,r, we obtain the same result for necessity. (Recall 

that Ac[O(logn)] is closed under complement.) 

Theorem 14. Deciding if a given hypothesis is <-necessary for a LPAP 9 = (H,M, 

LP, /=:1) is AT[O(log n)]-complete. 
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4.3. Stable brave reasoning 

In this section we analyze the complexity of the main abductive reasoning tasks on 

LPAPs that use inference kit. Interestingly, the complexity coincides with the one for 

inference /=,,,f, excepting the problem of solution verification; in contrast to abduction, 

deduction under the brave variant of the stable model semantics is harder than well- 

founded deduction. 

All hardness results but one will be shown as consequences of the theorems stated 

in Section 4.1 on well-founded semantics, by using that: (1) well-founded and stable 

deduction coincide on stratified programs, and (2) all hardness results for the well- 

founded semantics have been proven for stratified programs. 

From (1 ), we obtain the following proposition on the equivalence of abduction using 

well-founded semantics and abduction using stable brave semantics. 

Proposition 12. Let 9 = (H, M, LP, kWf) and 9” = (H,M, LP, ktt) be two LPAPs, 

where LP is a strati$ed logic program. Then, SE Sol(9’) if and only if S~Sol(9). 

Proof. Since LP is stratified, for each S C H, LPUS is stratified as well, since the rules 

in S cannot violate the stratification condition (see Section 2.1.3) as they have an empty 

body. As a consequence, by Proposition 2 LP U S has a unique stable model, which 

coincides with the total well-founded model. Therefore, LPUS +tf M iff LPUS b,,,f M. 

Whence, SE Sol(9’) if and only if S E Sol(Y). 0 

This relation, together with the results from Section 4.1, allows us to conclude the 

following. 

Lemma 1. For each of the considered abductive reasoning tasks, the hardness result 
for LPAPs that use well-founded reasoning (cJ: Section 4.1) provides a lower bound 

for the LPAPs that use brave stable reasoning. 

For solution verification, we get higher complexity for stable brave reasoning, which 

is inherited from deciding stable model existence. 

Proposition 13. Let 9J = (H,M,LP, +tt) be a LPAP and SE H. Given 9’ and S, 

deciding if SE Sol(B) is NP-complete. 

Proof. By Proposition 3, solution verification is polynomial-time equivalent to brave 

stable inference of a conjunction of literals from a logic program. From the results in 

[6,49,48,72], we have that deciding whether LP +$ q where LP is a logic program 

and q a literal, is NP-complete. Clearly, NP is an upper bound for brave stable inference 

of a conjunction of literals. This proves the result. 0 

We observe that solution verification under inference +t( (cf. proof above) and 

+,,,f differs merely by the fact that in the former case, a (stable) model N 
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proving the solution property is guessed, while in the latter case this model (the well- 

founded model) is computed in polynomial time. Thus, each of the nondeterministic 

algorithms in the membership parts of the proofs of the complexity results for ab- 

ductive reasoning tasks under kwr can easily be modified to a similar algorithm for 

kfl, by adding to the guess of a solution S a guess for N. Since the stable model 

property of N can be decided in polynomial time, we obtain non-deterministic al- 

gorithms proving the same membership results for each reasoning task under t=if as 

under +,,,f. Together with Lemma 1 and results in [49,72], we thus have the following 

results. 

Theorem 15. 9 = (H,M, LP, +ft) be a given LPAP. Then, 

(1) deciding if Sol(g) # 0 is NP-complete 

(1 ), (4), and (6). For the other 

clauses, the claim follows from the results above. The same applies to the hardness 

parts. In particular, NP-hardness in part (1) follows from Proposition 4. 

(1) NP-membership: We can guess S & VP and N & VP, and verify in polynomial 

time that N is a stable model of LP U S and N k M. 

(4) Cc-membership: By Proposition 13 and part (1 ), solution verification and con- 

sistency are in NP. Hence, by Proposition 7, C-relevance is in NPNP = Cc. 

(6) A;[O(logn)]-membership: The proof is similar to the membership part of Theo- 

rem 5; we use the NP oracle to query existence of solutions S, restricted to size IS] <k 

and ]SI = S, respectively, under inference +$ instead of +,,,r; clearly, these queries 

are in NP (cf. part (1)). 0 

5. Abduction from disjunctive logic programs 

5. I. Disjunctive logic programming 

In this section we provide a short overview of minimal model and stable model se- 

mantics for (propositional) disjunctive logic programs [54,62]. A comprehensive treat- 

ment of disjunctive logic programming is given in [45], to which the reader is referred 

for unexplained concepts. 

A disjunctive logic program (DLP) is a logic program where disjunction is allowed 

in the head of the rules. Thus, a disjunctive logic program clause (simply clause or 
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rule) is a formula 

a1 V..’ Va, t bl A...Abk A Tbk+l A...A7b,,,, nal, m>O. 

Total interpretations and models are defined as for (normal) logic programming (see 

Section 2.1), where satisfiability of the rules is extended in the obvious way. 

The first semantics proposed for disjunctive logic programs has been the minimal 

model semantics, presented by Minker for positive (i.e., l-free) disjunctive logic pro- 

grams [54]. 

A model M is minimal for a disjunctive logic program LP if no strict subset of A4 

is a model for LP. The set of all minimal models for LP, denoted by MM(LP), has 

been adopted in [54] as the intended meaning of LP. 

Example 8. Let P = {a V b}. It is easy to verify that {u} and {b} are the minimal 

models of P (MM(P) = {{a}, {b}}). 
{a, b} is the only minimal model of the program P = {a V b, b c a, a c b}. 

Other semantics for disjunctive logic programs have recently been proposed, cf. [45]. 

A generally acknowledged proposal is the extension of the stable model semantics [25] 

to disjunctive logic programs [62]. 

Given a DLP LP and an interpretation I, the Gelfond-Lifchitz transform of LP with 

respect to I, LPI, is the DLP consisting of all clauses al V . . . V a, + bl A . . . A bk such 

that 

(1) al v ... V a,, t bl A . . . A bk A Tbk+l A . . . A -b, E LP and 

(2) bi $ Z, for all k < i <m. 
An interpretation Z is called a (disjunctive) stable model of LP iff ZEMM(LP’) [62]. 
The set of all stable models of LP is denoted by STM(LP). 

Example 9. Let 

P=aVb+--c bt_aATc aVc+Tb. 

Consider Z = {b}. Then, 

P’=aVb+c be. 

Check that Z is a minimal model of P’; thus, Z is a stable model of P. 

Notice that LPI is l-free, and that LPI coincides with LP if LP is l-free. Thus, 

Proposition 14. Zf LP is a positive (l-free) DLP, then STM(LP) = MM(LP), i.e. 
minimal and stable model semantics of LP coincide. 

Both minimal model and stable model semantics provide in general a set of models 

as the intended meaning of a disjunctive logic program. Thus, brave and cautious 

reasoning are immediately extended to both semantics for DLPs. As for normal logic 
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programs, we denote by b$ and k$ the inference operators of brave and cautious 

reasoning of stable semantics, respectively. Similarly, kk, and p,, will denote the 

corresponding operators for minimal model semantics. 

The definition of LPAP is extended by allowing in (H,M, LP, k) that LP is a dis- 

junctive logic program and k an inference operator for DLP; we refer to this extended 

notion as disjunctive LPAP. 
We conclude this section by recalling some results on the complexity of stable model 

semantics that will be used in the next section. 

Proposition 15 (Eiter and Gottlob [20] and Eiter et al. [21]). Let LP be a proposi- 

tional disjunctive logic program. Then, 

(1) Given LP and a model M of LP, deciding whether M E STM(LP) is co-NP- 

complete; 
(2) Given LP, deciding whether it has a stable model is C;-complete; 
(3) Given LP and literals 41,. . . , qk, deciding whether LP kfr q1 A . ‘. A qk is C:- 

complete (hard already for k = 1); and 

(4) Given LP and literals q1 , . . . ,qk, deciding whether LP k$ q1 A . . . A qk is 

II:-complete (hard already for k = 1). 

5.2. Complexity results 

In the present section we study, for abduction from disjunctive logic programs, the 

complexity of the problems of consistency, relevance, and necessity under inference 

operators +tt, k$, +k,,,, and pm,, combined with C-solutions. 

Several hardness results will be proven by reductions from QBFs into abduction prob- 

lems; the programs of the disjunctive LPAPs will be suitable adaptations and extensions 

of the disjunctive program reported next (which has been first described in [20]). 

Let @ be a formula of form 3XVYE, where E is a Boolean expression in 3DNF, 

i.e., E = D1 V . . . V D, and each Di = Li,l A Li,2 A Li,3 is a conjunction of literals Li,j; 
we allow here that atoms not in X = {xl,. . . ,x,} and Y = (~1,. . . , y,} may occur 

in E. Define the following DLP LP(@): 

Xi V Xi c , for each i = l,...,n 

Yj V YJ +9 Yj + w, Y; + w, for each j = l,...,m 

w + Yj A Y(i, for each j = l,...,m 

w + dLk, 1) A @k, 2 > A @k, 3 ), for each k = l,...,r 

where (T maps literals to atoms as follows: 

a(L) = 

{ 

X( if L = 7X; for some i = l,...,n 

yj if L = 'Yj for some j = 1, . . . , m 
L otherwise 

Intuitively, xi corresponds to 1Xi and yJ corresponds to ‘yj. 
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Lemma 2. Let @ = 3X’dY E be a QBF and LP(@) the disjunctive logic program 

dejined above. Then, (1) STM(LP(@)) # 0, and (2) @ is valid iJ”LP(@) /=$ IV. 

Proof. Since @ is a QBF, all atoms in E are from X U Y, and hence LP(@) is a 

positive program. Therefore, (1) follows from Proposition 14. For part (2), we outline 

a condensed proof that emerges from the proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 of [20]. 

The following facts are easy to see: 

Fact 1. For every model M of LP(@), it holds that w E M ifs Y U Y' CM. 

Fact 2. For every set Xl GX, the set Mxl =X1 U(X\Xl)'UYUY'U{w} is a model 

of LP( @). 
Fact 3. Every minimal model M of LP( @) satisfies M = X 1 U (X \ X 1)' U A for some 

XlCXandACYUY’U{w}. 

Now if @ is valid, there is a subset X 1 2X such that VYE is valid on X 1. Hence, 

it follows that Mxl is a minimal model of LP(@), and thus LP(@) +ft w. Conversely, 

if LP(@) ktr w, then a minimal model M exists such that w EM. By Facts 1-3, it is 

immediate that M = Mxl for some X 1 LX. As a consequence, VYE is valid on X 1, 

and hence @ is valid. 0 

Part (2) on brave reasoning and the fact that LP(@) is positive imply the following 

on cautious reasoning. 

Corollary 1. The QBF @ = 3X’dYE is not valid $LP(@) +ir lw. 

Note that LP(@) is constructible from @ in polynomial time. We also utilize, like in 

the case of nondisjunctive logic programs, generic reductions between abduction and 

entailment problems. It is immediate that all reductions and results in Section 3.2 hold 

also on disjunctive LPAPs, where non-disjunctive programs are replaced by disjunctive 

programs. In the sequel, when we refer to results from Section 3.2, we actually mean 

the generalization to disjunctive LPAPs. 

5.2.1. Disjunctive stable cautious reasoning 
First, we explore the complexity of solution verification. Since the complexity of 

inference from the stable models of a logic program increases by one level in the 

polynomial hierarchy if disjunctive rules are permitted, we obtain a corresponding 

increase in complexity for abductive solution verification. 

Proposition 16. Let 9 = (H,M, LP, &) b e a disjunctive LPAP. Deciding tf S C H 

fuljills SE SOL(~) is D;-complete. 

Proof. By Proposition 3, solution verification is polynomial-time equivalent to infer- 

ence LPl kzr y, where y is a conjunction of literals. We show that deciding LPI k$ y 
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is Do-complete, which proves the result. The problem reduces to deciding whether 
(1) LPl has a stable model and (2) LPI b$’ y, which is by Proposition 15 in Cc 
and II;, respectively. It follows that LPl +gf y is in DT. On the other hand, from 
Proposition 15 and Corollary 1, it is immediate that, given disj~~tive logic programs 
LPI and LP2, where LP2 is positive, and a conjunction y of literals, deciding whether 
simul~neously (1) LPI has a stable model and (2) LP2 /==$ y is D:-hard. Suppose 
w.1.o.g. that LPI has no variable in common with LP2 and y, and let LP = LPl uLP2. 
Then, LP +it y iff (1) and (2) are true. This proves D;-hardness, cl 

Similarly, the complexity of consistency checking migrates one level up in the poly- 
nomial hierarchy. 

Theorem 16. To decide if Sol(9p) # 0 f or a given di~~~~ctive LPAP 9 = ~~,~,LP, 
/=$) is C:-complete. 

Proof. C$‘-membership: We guess S C H, and verify that S E Sol(B). From Proposi- 
tion 16, the check that S E So/(S) can be done in polynomial time with two calls to 
an oracle for 6:. Hence, the problem is in CT. 

C$‘-hardness: We show that the ~omplem~nta~ problem, i.e., deciding whether 
Sol(g) = 61, is hard for IIf;. We give a transformation from checking if a QBF rt, = 
VZ3XtlYE is in QBF,,, into deciding whether So&S) = 0, where 2 = {zr,. . . J,}, 

x = {Xi , . . . J,}, and Y = {yi,. . . , ym). Without loss of generality, we assume that 
E is in 3DNF, E = DI V .. . V 0, and each Di = Li,i A Li,2 A Li,3 is a conjunc- 
tion of literals Li,i over atoms from 2 U X U Y. Consider the disjunctive LPAP B = 
(Z, {-w}, LPI, /=zt), where LPI is the disjunctive logic program LP(3XVYE). Note 
that the rules w +- a(&,~) A I A o(Lk,3) may contain also negative literals of the 
form yzi. 

We will prove that @ is valid if and only if S’ol(9’) = 0. 
Let Zl 2 Z. Each stable model M of LPI UZl contains all and only the Zj’s occurring 

in Zl. Thus, as usual, we can identify Zl with the truth assignment to Z which maps 
into true all and only the elements from Zl . From Corollary 1, it follows that @’ = 
3X’v’YE is false on Zl if and only if lw is true in every stable model of LPI u Zl 
(LPI U 21 /==$ 7~). Since Cp = VZ@‘, we have that @ is valid ifI there does not exist 
Zl CZ such that LPI U Zl C_ir yw (i.e., no Zl is in Sal(9)). Thus, Cp is valid iiI 
Sol(g) = 0. As deciding if such a @ is valid is DC-hard, deciding if SoI = @ 
is DC-hard as well. As a consequence, deciding if Sol(B) # 0 is hard for the dual 
class C:. Cl 

As for normal logic programs, by Proposition 5 relevance has the same complexi~ as 
consistency checking, and by Proposition 6, necessity has compiemen~~ complexity. 

Theorem 17. ~e~~di~g if a given hypot~esi.~ is relevant for CI disjunctive LPAP B = 
(H&f, LP, /=it) is X:-complete. 
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Theorem 18. Deciding if a given hypothesis is necessary for a given disjunctive LPAP 
.9 = (H, A4, LP, k$) is IIT-complete. 

Adopting minimality with respect to inclusion as the criterion for acceptability led 

to an increase of the complexity of relevance testing for normal logic programs by one 

level of the polynomial hierarchy. The same happens in the case of disjunctive logic 

programs, and we end up with a problem complete for a class of the fourth level of 

the polynomial hierarchy. 

Theorem 19. Deciding if a given hypothesis is C-relevant for a disjunctive LPAP 

9’ = (H, M, LP, &) is CT-complete. 

Proof. Xi-membership: By Theorem 16, consistency is in C:. Hence, by Proposition 7, 

G-relevance is in NP’C = CT. 

CT-hardness: We describe a transformation from checking if a QBF @ = 3TVZ3X 

VYE is in QBF,,3 into deciding C-relevance, where T = {tl, . . . , tl}, 2 = (~1,. . . ,z,}, 

x = {Xl ,..., xn}, and Y = {yr ,..., y,}. We assume that E is in 3DNF, i.e., E = 

D1 V. . . V D, and each Di = Li, 1 A L~,J A L~,J is a conjunction of literals Li,j over atoms 

from TuZUXUY. 

Consider the following logic program LP2: 

(go) q + s A Z] A . . . A z,, qc7w, 

(gl) abs + ti At;, 4i + 6 9i + $2 for each i = l,...,l 

(92) Xi V X( + ) for each i = l,...,n 

(g3) ,+jVy;+, yj+w, J$+-W, foreachj=l,..., m 

(94) w + Yj A Y;, for each j = l,...,m 

W) w + mc,l) A Wk,2) A @k,3), for each k = l,...,r 

where the rules (g2)-(g5) constitute the program LP(3XVYE). Consider the disjunctive 

LPAP 

9’ = (Z U T U T’ U {s}, {q, labs} U Q, LP2, /=z,), 

where T’ = {ti ,..., ti} and Q = {ql,..., 4,). We will prove that @ is valid if and only 

if s is C-relevant for 9. 

(+) Observe first that each set S & H containing {s} U Z, and such that, for each 

1 <i ,< 1, exactly one element from {ti, t;} is in S, is a solution to 9. Moreover, if S 

and S’ are two solutions to 9, then neither S n (T U T’) c S’ n (T U T’) nor S’ II (T U 

T’)cSn(TuT’) holds. 

Since @ is valid, there exists Tl c T such that @’ = VZ3XVYE is valid on Tl. Let 

S = Tlu(T-Tl)‘uZu{s}. F rom the above observation, S is a solution to 9. 

Moreover, since @’ is valid on Tl, there exists no solution to the disjunctive LPAP 
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9’ = (z,~w,LPl, &), where LPI consists of the rules (g2)-(95) (clearly, the ti atoms 

in the rules (g5) are replaced by their truth values in Tl ); this is shown by a proof 

similar to the one of Theorem 16. Therefore, S is a C-minimal solution of 9, as 

having Tl U (T - Tl)’ fixed, {s} U Z is necessary to derive q, and, from the above 

observations, every other solution to 9 necessarily differs from S on T U T’. 
(+=) Let SE SOZC_(~) such that s E S, and let Tl = T n S. Z must be contained in S, 

otherwise S- {,s} E Sol(Y) which contradicts the minimality of S. Thus, it follows that 

each subset Zl C Z, is not a solution of the disjunctive LPAP 9” = (Z, lw, LPI, k;(), 

where LPI consists of the rules (92) - (g5) ( see above). Thus, from the proof of 

Theorem 16, @’ = vZ3XVYE is valid on Tl. As a consequence, @J is valid. 

Since 9 is constructible in polynomial time from @, Xi-hardness of deciding C- 

relevance under inference +$ follows. q 

5.2.2. Disjunctive stable brave reasoning 

In the case of abduction from normal logic programs, we found that the complexity 

under the brave variant of the stable semantics is the same as under the well-founded 

semantics (with one exception), and we established the results by relationships be- 

tween these semantics. In the case of disjunctive programs, we cannot take profit of 

such results. However, in all cases disjunctive rules lead for the brave variant to the 

same increase in complexity as for the cautious variant, namely one level up in the 

polynomial hierarchy. 

We start by establishing this for solution verification. 

Proposition 17. Let 9 = (H,M, LP, +tl) b e a disjunctive LPAP and S & H. Given 9 

and S, deciding if SE Sol(9) is Cc-complete. 

Proof. By Proposition 3, solution verification is polynomial-time equivalent to infer- 

ence. Thus, the result immediately follows from Proposition 15.3. 0 

One can show that consistency checking is precisely as complex as solution verifi- 

cation analogously as done in the case of normal logic programs in Section 4.3. 

Theorem 20. To decide if SO&~) # 0 f or a given disjunctive LPAP 9 = (H,M,LP, 
kit) is C;-complete. 

Proof. Cc-membership: Guess S 2 VP and N C_ VP, and verify that: (1) N is a sta- 

ble model of LP U S, and, (2) N k M. By virtue of Proposition 15, (1) is done 

by a single call to a co-NP oracle; (2) can simply be checked in polynomial time. 

Hence, the problem lies in Cc. Hardness for this class follows from Propositions 4 

and 15. 0 

For necessity and relevance, we get as in the case of normal logic programs by 

Propositions 6 and 5 the same result as for (in)consistency checking. 
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Theorem 21. Deciding if a given hypothesis is relevant for a given disjunctive LPAP 
p = (H,M, LP, /=i*) is C;-complete. 

Theorem 22. Deciding if a given hypothesis is necessary for a given disjunctive 

LPAP !9 = (H,M, LP, b$) is @-complete. 

Finally, we consider the effect of restricting the set of solutions to those minimal 

with respect to inclusion. Again, we find a complexity increase by one level in the 

polynomial hierarchy compared to normal logic programs. 

Theorem 23. Deciding if a given hypothesis is E-relevant for a given disjunctive LPAP 
9 = (H, M, LP, k$) is Cc-complete. 

Proof. C:-membership: By Theorem 20 consistency is in C;. Hence, by Proposition 7, 

C-relevance is in NP’; = C:. 

Cc-hardness: We demonstrate that the complementary problem, i.e., S-dispensability, 

is hard for II:. We provide a transformation from checking if a QBF @ = VZ3XVYE 

is in QBF,,,, where Z = {zr,. . . ,zo}, X = {XI,. . . ,xn}, and Y = {yr,. . . , ym}. As 

above, we assume that E is in 3DNF, E = D1 V. . . V D, and each Di = Li, 1 A Li,T A Li,3 
is a conjunction of literals Li,j over atoms from Z UX U Y. 

Consider the disjunctive LPAP 9 = (Z U {w}, {w},LP1, /=fl), where LPI is the 

disjunctive logic program LP(FlXVYE), which has been already used in the proof of 

Theorem 16. 

We claim that @ is valid if and only if w is C-dispensable for 9’. 

Given Zl &Z, we can identify Zl with the truth assignment to Z which maps into 

true all and only the elements from Zl. From Lemma 2, it follows that @’ = 3XVYE 

is true on Zl if and only if LPI U Zl b$ w. Since @ = VZ@‘, we have that @ 

is valid iff VZl g Z, LPI U Zl btf IV. Therefore, @ is valid iff w is c-dispensable 

for 9. The claim is proven. Thus, C-dispensability under inference kgf is Hp-hard, 

and, consequently, c-relevance under +;t is hard for the dual class C:. 0 

5.2.3. Minimal model semantics 
Our proofs of the results on disjunctive abduction problems using stable models 

allow to establish similar complexity results for abduction based on minimal models. 

We denote by +i,,, and +L, brave and cautious inference from the minimal models of 

a disjunctive logic program, respectively. Notice that any disjunctive logic program has 

some minimal model, and hence cautious inference as used here and classical cautious 

inference coincide. 

One can easily check that the upper complexity bounds for disjunctive stable models 

carry over to minimal models as well. Moreover, since pm, resorts to classical cautious 

minimal model inference, for deciding whether a set S is a solution for a disjunctive 

LPAP (KM&‘, K,z), we get even a smaller bound of TI; compared to D; for the 

same problem using stable models. 
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To derive the matching hardness results in all cases but the mentioned exception, it 

is sufficient to modify the abduction problems in the proofs of the results on abduction 

using disjunctive stable models such that the programs are positive. (Recall that the 

stable models of a positive program coincide with its minimal models.) 

In the proofs of Proposition 17 and Theorem 20, respectively, we can assume that the 

disjunctive programs are positive; thus, these constructions work also when minimal 

models are used. In all the other proofs, we modify the constructed programs by 

eliminating negative literals as follows. 

(1) Elimination of literals yzi: Replace each occurrence of lzi in a rule by zi; add 

rules ri + zi and ri +- z; to the program (Y; is a new atom); add z[ to the set H, and 

add ri to the set M. 

(2) Elimination of lw: Replace the rule q + lw by q V q’ +- w (q’ is a new atom); 

remove q from the set A4 and add 14’ instead. 

The programs in the abduction problems resulting from these steps are positive. 

Informally, step (1) introduces an atom zi for the complement of Zi, and at least one 

of both must appear in each solution. If both zi and zi appear in a solution, then some 

of them can be discarded and the resulting set is another solution of the abduction 

problem. Step (2) hinges on the fact that if q, which must be provable from the stable 

models of the program augmented by the solution, has to be derived in a stable model 

from the rule q t ~w, then w must be false in it, and thus, given the replacement 

clause, q’ will be false in a stable model; if q is derived from another clause, then 

clearly q’ will be false. 

Formally, one can show that in each case the employed reasoning task has the 

same answer on the original problem and the modified problem. Thus, the hardness 

results for abduction using disjunctive stable models carry over to the minimal model 

semantics. Proving II:-hardness of solution verification for LPAPs with inference k:r 

is easy. Thus, we have the following result. 

Theorem 24. The complexity of each of the reasoning tasks from above (consistency, 

relevance, necessity, etc) on disjunctive LPAPs using inference p,,,,, where x E {b, c}, 
coincides with the complexity of the same reasoning task on disjunctive LPAPs us- 

ing inference b$, with the exception of solution verijication for pm,,,, which is II:- 
complete. Moreover, hardness holds in each case for the class of positive programs. 

Note that minimal model inference is, contrary to well-founded and stable model 

inference, independent of the syntactical form of program clauses. For example, the 

clauses a +- -b, b +- la, and a V b all have the same consequences under minimal 

model inference; this is obviously not true for well-founded and stable model inference. 

A consequence of syntax independence is the following result. 

Theorem 25. For the abductive reasoning tasks above (solution veri$cation, consis- 

tency, relevance, etc) on disjunctive LPAPs using p,,,, inference, x E {b, c}, hardness 
holds already on instances with normal (i.e., non-disjunctive) programs. 
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Proof. Observe that atoms in the head of a disjunctive rule can be negated and moved 

to the body without a change in the classical models of the rule. Thus, under inference 

E&7 x E {b, c}, each disjunctive program can efficiently be rewritten to an equivalent 

normal program. By the results above, this proves the theorem. 0 

6. Abduction from function-free first-order programs 

In this section, we generalize the abduction model to the (function-free) first-order 

case, i.e., logic programs with variables (also called datalog programs), and we discuss 

the complexity of this case. 

We start by briefly recalling syntax and semantics of programs with variables. 

A function-free first order rule is a formula 

A+-B1 A.‘. AB, A-+2, A...ATCI, 16% O<m,l, (2) 

such that each A, Bi, and Cj is an atom p(tl,. . . , t,) of an a-ary predicate p, a 3 0, 
where each term tl,. . . ta, is either a variable or a constant; a function-free logic pro- 

gram is a finite set of such rules. Note that a function-free logic program resorts to a 

propositional program if all predicates in its rules are 0-ary. 

The semantics of a function-free logic program LP is defined by first instantiating 

LP over the sets of constants that occur in LP and by then applying to the grounded 

program, which is regarded as a propositional program, the definitions given in the 

propositional case. Thus, the definitions of well-founded and stable model semantics 

given in Sections 2.1 and 5.1 are generalized to function-free logic programs. 

Now, we generalize the concepts of logic programming abduction problem and 

solution. 

Definition 4. A function-free logic programming abduction problem (FLPAP) 9 con- 

sists of a tuple (H, M, LP, +), where H is a finite set of predicates called hypotheses, 

M is a finite set of ground literals called manifestations, LP is a function-free logic 

program, and k is an inference operator. 

Let 9 = (H, M, LP, b) be a FLPAP, and let S be a subset of the ground instantiation 

of the predicates in H with the constants from LP U M. Then, S is a solution (or 

explanation) to 9 iff LP U S + M. 
The set of all solutions to P is denoted by Sol(P). 

The properties of relevance and necessity of a ground atom g(a), g E H, for 9 are 

defined analogous to the propositional case, and the computational problems relevance 
and necessity adapted accordingly. 

Example 10. Consider the following logic program LP, describing a game where each 

player is identified by its position a player wins if he can move and its opponent has 
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no moves - this program has been used by Kolaitis to prove that some interesting 

queries cannot be expressed by stratified programs [40]: 

win(X) t move(X, Y) A 7win( Y). 

The legal moves are represented by facts defining the predicate move. Let 9 be the 

LPAP (H,MLP, I=,&, h w ere LP is the program above, the set of abducible predicates 

is H = {move,player}, and the set of manifestation is A4 = (pluyer(a),pluyer(b), 

player(c), win(a)}. The abduction problem 9 asks for configurations of the game (i.e., 

set of moves), where a, b, and c are the players and a is the winner; each abductive 

solution of 9’ identifies such a configuration. For instance, St = {move(c, a), move(a, b), 

player(a), player(b), player(c)} is a solution, while S2 = St U {move(b,c)} is not. 

Notice that under classical inference, St is not a solution, and does classical in- 

ference leads to different conclusions. However, St is a solution if we consider the 

completion of LP. To highlight the difference between kwf and classical inference 

from the completion, consider Ss = {move(u, b), move(a, c), move(b, c), move(c, b)}. 

Then, Ss is not a solution under bwr, but under classical inference from the completion 

of LP. 

Notice that in the above definition, the hypotheses are predicates rather than ground 

facts. One might argue that, in certain cases, it would be more appropriate to have 

explicitly a set of abducible ground facts from which a solution must be formed, e.g., 

if a certain ground fact should not appear in a solution. Technically, this more restricted 

form of abduction can easily be emulated in our framework. For each abducible ground 

fact p(u), introduce a new 0-ary predicate (propositional letter) IQ(~); put hpca) into 

the abducible predicates H, and add to the program LP the rule p(a) t hpca). Then, 

for all considered logic programming semantics (as well as for any other reasonable 

semantics), the solutions of the obtained abduction problem (which consist of subsets 

of H), correspond in the obvious way to the solutions from the set of abducible ground 

facts. 

When we do abduction from a function-free program, two interesting issues emerge 

concerning the computational complexity. The first one is answering the questions for 

abduction problems restricted to instances where the rules with non-empty body are 

fixed (i.e., the hypotheses, the manifestations, and the elementary facts in the program 

may change and may be regarded as “data”). This restriction corresponds to abductive 

reasoning with a static background knowledge on the relationship between elementary 

facts. We refer to the complexity of this problem as the data complexity of abduction 

from function-free programs; 

The second issue is answering the questions we described in Section 3 (relevance, 

necessity, etc.) for an arbitrary given abduction problem (i.e., also the background 

knowledge may change); we refer to this as combined complexity. The notions of data 

and combined complexity have been introduced by Vardi [78] in the context of query 

languages. 

Concerning the data complexity, we observe the following. 
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Proposition 18. For each type of considered reasoning problem on a FLPAP 9 = 

(H,M,LP, k), the complexity of the same type of reasoning problem on a proposi- 

tional LPAP is an upper bound for data complexity. 

Proof. Let B denote those predicates which occur in some rule of LP with nonempty 

body. A reasoning problem on 9 can be efficiently transformed into an equivalent 

reasoning problem 9”’ of the same type as follows. 

Let LPI be the instantiation of LP Uhf, and let for each ground atom p(a) be X~(~) 

a new propositional atom. Now, proceed as follows: Remove from H all predicates 

that are not in B, remove from LP all rules with empty body, and remove from M all 

literals that involve predicates not in B; let HI, Ml, and LPl denote the results of 

these operations, respectively. Then, add for each literal p(a) (resp. -p(a)) from A4 

that has been removed to Ml the literal xpcB) (resp. lxpca)); if the rule p(a) +- is in 

LP,, then add xpca) c to LPl, and if p E H, then add J++,) to H 1. Finally, if the 

considered reasoning task involves a ground hypothesis g(a) (as in relevance, etc.) 

such that g occurs not in B, then replace g(a) with xsta) and add xgca) to HI, and 

add for each constant a in LP, to LPl the fact u(a) c , where u is a fresh unary 

predicate. Let H2, M2, and LP2 be the result of these steps. Basically, we have 

replaced ground atoms that do not interfere with proper rules of LP by propositional 

atoms, and removed hypotheses and non-ground facts that are not needed to answer 

the reasoning task. Notice that in LP2 U M2 the same constants occur as in LP U M. 

It holds that the reasoning problem (with possibly modified ground hypothesis) on 

9’ = (H2,M2, LP2, /=) yields the same answer as the reasoning problem on 9”. 

For fixed rules with nonempty head in LP, the size of the instantiation of LP2 UM2 

over its constants is polynomial, as is the size of the instantiation of H2 over these 

constants. Hence, it follows that the complexity of each type of reasoning problem on 

the first order LPAP 9 is bounded by the complexity of the same type of reasoning 

problem in the propositional case. 0 

On the other hand, we have that complexity in the propositional case also provides a 

matching lower bound for the data complexity. To establish this, we describe how hard 

instances of the problems in the propositional case can be reduced to data complexity 

in the first-order case. 

The key observation is that in the propositional case, all the problems from above 

remain as hard as in the general case if the program of the LPAP contains a rule 

true t and each other rule in the program is of the form 

a + bl A . . A bi A lbi+l A . . . A Tb3, for some i E (0,. . . ,3}; (3) 

we call such a LPAP 3-bounded. This can be established as each positive rule a + 
bl A b2 A b3 A . . . A b, can be equivalently replaced by two rules a + c A b3 A . . . A b, 

and c t bl A bz, and true can be used to augment rule bodies with less than three 

literals; notice that in all hardness proofs above, negative literals occur only in rules 

with at most three literals in the body. 
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For each 3-bounded LPAP 9’ = (H,M,LP, b) we define a FLPAP !9’f0 = ({s},M’, 
LP’, k) as follows. The predicate s(X) intuitively means that X belongs to the solution 

of 9. In the program LP’, the constants are the propositional atoms VP of 9’. Each 

rule of the form (3) is encoded by the atom ri(a,bi, b2, b3), where i E (0,. . .,3} is the 

number of positive literals bl, . . . , bi in the body. The rules of LP’ are the following: 

(1) t(true) +- (t(x) intuitively means that X is true); 

(2) t(X) + G); 
(3) t(&) +- t(X,)r\... A t(xi) A Tt(&+i ) A.. . A +(X3) A Yi(XoyXl,X2yX3), for each 

i = 0,...,3; and 

(4) ri(a, bl, bz, b3) + , such that u t bl A. . . A bi A lbi+l A. . . A lb3 occurs in LP. 

The set of manifestations is M’ = {t(a) (a E M} U {it, is(b) 1 -~a E M, 

b E V, - H}. 

Example 11. Consider the LPAP = ({b,d}, {a, x}, {u +- bAld, b+,,f). The 3-bounded 

LPAP 9 = ({b,d},{a,~c},{true t, a t true A b A ld, /=,,,f}) has the same so- 

lutions; in fact it has the unique solution {b}. The components LP’ and M’ in 

the FLPAP YfO are as follows. Besides the rules (l)-(3), LP’ contains only the 

fact ~(a, true, b, d) c. The set VP of atoms in 9’ is {a, b,c,d, true}; hence, M’ = 

{t(u), -t(c), is(u), is(c), -s(true)}. Th e reader may verify that {s(b)} is the unique 

solution to PfO. 0 

The following property of YfO is not difficult to establish. 

Lemma 3. Let 9 be a 3-bounded LPAP with inference b,,,f, /=$, or kst, and let 9f0 

be the FLPAP us defined above. Then, Sol(Y) = {{al,. . . , u,}l{s(ul), . . . ,s(u,)} E 

soWf0)). 

Notice that Yf,, can be constructed from 9 in logarithmic space, and that the rules 

in LP’ with non-empty body are the same for every 9’. Thus, from Proposition 18 and 

Lemma 3 we obtain the following result. 

Theorem 26. For any reasoning tusk on any type of abduction problem considered 
above, the data complexity of the first-order case coincides with the complexity in 

the propositional case. 

We remark that the same complexity results can be shown for the restriction to 

instances where everything except the manifestations is kept fixed. 

As with many logical query languages, the combined complexity is much higher 

than the data complexity. The exponential analogue of each complexity class - EXP 

for P, NEXP for NP, NEXPNP for C;, etc. - is an immediate upper bound, and is also 

in each case a matching lower bound. For the case with polynomial data complexity, 

this follows from folklore results about datalog. Note that the exponential analogue of 

Af+‘,,[O(logn)] is EXP’: [PoZ(n)], i.e., exponential time with a polynomial number of 
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calls to an Ci oracle; this class coincides with PSPACE’I, i.e., polynomial space with 

an oracle for Ci, if the oracle queries may be arbitrarily large [27]. A detailed analysis 

of the combined complexity of logic programming abduction is carried out in [27]. 

Disjunctive propositional logic programs can be generalized to function-free logic 

programs in the same way as normal logic programs; from above, it should be clear 

how syntax and semantics of such programs are defined. Moreover, it is straightforward 

to extend the definition of function-free logic program abduction problem to allow for 

disjunctive function-free programs; we omit the details. 

As in the latter case, one can show that the results of the reasoning tasks for the dis- 

junctive propositional case carry over to the data complexity of the disjunctive function- 

free case. The arguments for showing these to be upper bounds are similar, and the 

proof of the matching lower bounds is based on a proper modification of the above- 

described translation of abduction from propositional programs into abduction from 

function-free first order programs. Similarly, the combined complexity of disjunctive 

abduction problems is exponentially higher than the data complexity. 

7. Related work 

In this section we briefly overview some works on abductive logic programming. 

The best-known definition of abductive logic programming is due to Kakas and 

Mancarella. In [37], they define abduction from (normal) logic programs under the 

brave modality of the stable model semantics; integrity constraints can also be imposed 

on the solutions. In our framework, their proposal can be represented by LPAPs of 

the form (H,M, LP, +,4), where LP is a logic program (integrity constraints can be 

simulated as shown in Section 3). Thus, the various abductive problems for [37] have 

exactly the computational complexity determined in Section 4.3. 

Console, Theseider Dupre and Torasso [ 141 analyze abductive problems (H,M, 

LP, b) where LP is a hierarchical (i.e., non-recursive) program and + is the en- 

tailment operator based on Clark’s program completion. 

The relation of abduction to negation as failure has been investigated by Eshghi and 

Kowalski [23], Inoue [29], and Iwayama and Satoh [32], respectively. Under some syn- 

tactic conditions, a l-l correspondence between the solutions of an abductive problem 

and the answer sets of an extended logic program obtained from it has been proven. 

In a recent work [3], Baral and Gelfond define a notion of entailment for abduc- 

tive logic programs. In some sense their approach is similar to LPAPs of the form 

(H,M, LP, +=ft), but they impose stronger conditions. 

An important stream of work on abductive logic programming concerns the defi- 

nition of abductive procedures, which compute an abductive explanation of a given 

manifestation [23,35,32,70, 15, 17,7]. 

The seminal work in this area is due to Eshghi and Kowalski [23], who consider 

abduction based on stable model semantics and provide a proof procedure to compute 

an abductive solution. This procedure has been then extended by Kakas and Mancarella 
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to manipulate arbitrary abducibles. Both [23] and [35] procedures guarantee correctness 
only for ball-consistent logic programs. In 1701, the Sato and Iwayama give an abduc- 
tive procedure which is correct for general logic programs provided that consistency 
(i.e., the existence of an abductive solution) is guaranteed. Other abductive procedures 
[15, 17,7] consider semantics different from stable models (like, e.g., the completion 

semantics [ 131) on the logic program. 
Our work presents some reiationships to the papers on abductive procedures. For 

instance, the use of metalevel constraints, adopted in 1231 (on the demo predicate) to 
eliminate negation from the logic program, could be avoided by utilizing a technique 

similar to that shown in Section 5.2.3. 
Moreover, in our framework most abductive procedures can be seen as a method to 

check the existence of solutions (i.e., Sol(P) # 0) of a LPAP 9 = fH,M, LP, /=tt), 

where LP is a normal (non-disjunctive) logic program. From Theorem 15, this prob- 
lem is NP-complete. As a consequence, on the one hand we derive that no abductive 
procedure may (in the worst case) terminate in polynomial time (unless P = NP). 
On the other hand, this result indicates that an “optimal” abductive procedure can be 
implemented by a “flat” backtracking algorithm. (For an extended discussion on back- 
tracking algo~thms, see Section 8.) Unfo~nately, even if most abductive procedures 
are based on backtracking, they usually consist of two mutuaily recursive functions; it 
is thus difficult to state whether they comply the above-mentioned upper complexity 
bound. 

Critical overviews of several approaches to abductive logic programming have been 
given by Kakas et al. [34] and by Inoue [30]. 

To our knowledge, complexity aspects of abductive logic programming have been 
less addressed than semantical aspects. In [19] Eiter and Gottlob present a detailed 
analysis of the complexity of abduction from classical propositional theories, which has 
also been discussed for restricted cases by Selman and Levesque [74], Bylander [8], 
and Friedrich et al. [24], who focussed on Horn and definite Horn theories and the C- 
minimali~ preference criterion. In this context, Eshghi has identified in [22] a subclass 
of Horn theories for which finding a c-minimal solution is tractable. 

The results of [19] and this paper show that abduction from logic programs has 
complexity quite different than abduction from classical theories. Notice that in the 
abductive framework of [19], the inference operator used is /=p, i.e., classical logical 
consequence; moreover, the manifestations are there restricted to propositional atoms. 
For a comparison with the results of this paper, we consider +it inference, since it cor- 
responds in nature to /==p, and omit the other inference operators /==,f, +tr considered 
here. 

The results shows that in the general case (clausal theories resp. disjunctive logic pro- 
grams), logic pro~mming abduction is for each reasoning task harder (at least Cc/II;- 
hard) than classical abduction (which is C$TI$‘-complete) and can get twice as hard 
(CT-complete for Z-relevance). In classical abduction, relevance and necessity have 
complementary complexity (Cc-complete resp. @-complete), and C-minimality has 
no effect on the complexity. In logic programming abduction, however, C-minimality 
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does affect relevance, and leads to an increase in the complexity by one level of the 
pol~omial hierarchy. 

In [19], also classical abduction from definite Horn theories has been studied, which 
correspond I-1 to Horn programs. However, due to different possible sets of man- 
ifestations in the frameworks, the results from [ 191 do not carry over automatically 
to the framework considered here; in fact, several corresponding reasoning tasks have 
different complexity. In particular, consistency, relevance, necessity and C-necessity in 
the ~amework of 1191 are pol~omial, while they are NP-complete in the framework 
of this paper. Hence, the results of the present paper show as a byproduct that the 
slight generalization of the framework in [ 191 by allowing also negative literals as 
manifestations causes intractability for a number of tractable abductive reasoning tasks. 

Abduction from normal logic programs and first-order programs has no corresponding 
counterpart in 1191, and thus we cannot compare respective results. 

Sakama and Inoue have investigated the semantics and complexity of abductive logic 
programming in [31,68]. They determined in [31] the complexity of the existence of 
abductive solutions on disjunctive programs for the particular case where the inference 
operator is /=$ (stable brave), and showed that the problem is Cc-complete. The NP- 
completeness result for the same problem for normal logic programs is con~buted in 
[68] to [29,32]. 

In [6X], the authors also consider abduction from logic programs under the possi- 

ble model semantics [67,69]. In particular, they show that existence of an abductive 
solution from a disjunctive logic program is NP-complete under this semantics. Thus, 
from the compu~tional side, as with deduction [68,20], the possible model semantics 
is more attractive than the disjunctive stable model semantics. 

Even the effective computation of abductive explanation has been addressed in several 
works [17, 15,23,32,38], where suitable extensions of the SLDNF procedure have 
been designed for abduction (these procedures return an abductive explanation of the 
given query). 

Finally, the use of abductive logic pro~mming for dealing with incomplete infor- 
mation has been discussed by Denecker and De Schreye [16] and by Baral and Gelfond 

[31. 
For related complexity results in the area of logic programming and nonmonotonic- 

reasoning, cf. [ 11,7 1, 10,731. The complexity of abduction in a set-covering based 
rather than logic-based framework has been analyzed in [9], where polynomial and 
NP-complete abductive problems are discussed. 

Most recently, our work in this paper has been complemented by complexity results 
for abduction from logic programs in the presence of functions [47]. 

8. Conclusion 

Abduction from logic programs has become a topic of growing interest recently. 
We have described in this paper a basic framework of abduction from logic programs, 
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and we have performed a detailed study of the computational complexity of the main 

decisional problems that emerge in abductive reasoning (consistency, relevance of a hy- 

pothesis, and necessity of a hypothesis). The analysis considers the most acknowledged 

proposals for the semantics of logic programs, namely the well-founded semantics and 

the stable model semantics (in the usual variants of brave and cautious inference), and 

the stable as well as the minimal model semantics for disjunctive programs. Moreover, 

it took into account commonly applied criteria for reducing the space of all solutions 

by means of a preference (<) to those which are minimal with respect to inclusion 

((I) and cardinality (<), respectively. 

The complexity results for the case of propositional logic programs are summarized 

in Tables 14. They cover the lower end of the polynomial hierarchy, refined by classes 

Ai[O(logn)], up to CT. Each entry represents completeness for the respective class; 

in particular, P means logspace-completeness for P. (Notice that all polynomial-time 

transformations in this paper are computable in logarithmic space; in fact, all results 

can be proven under logspace-reductions as well.) 

The results reflect the conceptual complexity of combining the different common 

semantics and solution preference criteria. They show that abduction from logic pro- 

gramming, a topic of increasing interest, provides a rich variety of complete problems 

for a number of slots within the polynomial hierarchy. This gives support to the origi- 

nal belief that the polynomial hierarchy would be useful for classifying computational 

problems, cf. [75]. 

Briefly, the following conclusions can be drawn, Abduction from logic programs has 

the same complexity for well-founded inference (k,,,f) and the brave variant of stable 

inference (bfl), excepting the verification of a given solution, which is polynomial 

Table 1 

Complexity of solution verification and consistency checking 

LPAP B = (H, M, LP, +) 

Well-founded inference (k,,,,) 

Stable brave inference (kit) 

Stable cautious inference (/+) 

Deciding S E Sol(B) 

P 

NP 

D; 

Deciding Sol(B) # 0 

NP [74] 

NP [29,32] 

% 

Table 2 

Complexity of deciding relevance 

Logic programming abduction 

LPAP 5’ = (H,M,LP, +) 

Deciding whether h E H is <-relevant for B 

= (No preference) G < 

Well-founded inference ( kwf) 

Stable brave inference (+i,) 

Stable cautious inference (b=f, ) 

NP 

NP 

c; 

% A;O(log n)l 

G +(log n)l 

c: +(log n)l 
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Table 3 

Complexity of deciding necessity 

Logic programming abduction Deciding whether h E H is <-necessary for 9 

LPAP B = (H, A4, LP, +) = (No preference) c < 

Well-founded inference ( /==wf) 

Stable brave inference (/=f,) 

Stable cautious inference (kit) 

co-NP 

co-NP 

TIP 
2 

co-NP 

co-NP 

nc 

$‘O(log n)l 

A;O(log n)l 

ATWog n)l 

Table 4 

Complexity of solution verification and consistency for disjuctive LPAPs 

Disj. LPAP .Y = (H,M,LP, /=) Deciding S E Sol(B) Deciding Sol(B) # 0 

Stable brave inference (/=f,) 

Stable cautious inference (k$) 

Table 5 

Complexity of deciding relevance for disjunctive LPAPs 

Disj. Logic programming abduction 

Disj. LPAP 9 = (H,M,LP, k) 

Stable brave inference (+$) 

Stable cautious inference (&) 

Deciding whether h E H is <-relevant for 9 

= (No preference) c 

G %= 

c: % 

Table 6 

Complexity of deciding necessity for disjunctive LPAPs 

Disj. Logic programming abduction Deciding whether h E H is <-necessary for B 

Disj. LPAP B = (H,M, LP, /=) 

Stable brave inference (Fir) 

Stable cautious inference (&) 

= (No preference) 

n; 

DC 

under the former and NP-complete under the latter. Notice that the hardness results 

for well-founded inference hold for stratified programs and for negation-free programs 

(i.e., Horn programs) as well, with the exception of deciding L-relevance, which is 

“only” NP-complete for Horn programs. Since the semantics of Horn programs is clear, 

this shows that, loosely speaking, the well-founded semantics does mostly not increase 

the inherent complexity of abduction from logic programs, which makes it attractive. 

For the appropriate cautious variant of stable inference (cautious inference /=$), the 

complexity is in each case precisely one level higher in the polynomial hierarchy than 
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for btt, again excepting solution verification, which has marginally higher complexity; 

this is noticeable since usually, the brave and the cautious variant of a reasoning task in 

a nonmonotonic formalism are of dual complexity (typically C$’ and II;). Furthermore, 

allowing for disjunctive rules leads to another increase by one level in the polynomial 

hierarchy. This is explained by the fact that testing the stable model property migrates 

from polynomial time to co-NP-completeness. The effect of the solution preference 

criteria on the complexity meets the intuitive expectations. Imposing subset-minimality 

(C) leads in general to an increase by a full level in the polynomial hierarchy, while 

minimum cardinality (<) leads merely to a minor increase, which can be interpreted 

as the need of computing the size of a smallest solution for solving the problem. It 

is worth mentioning that for abduction using classical semantics, imposing G does not 

lead to a complexity increase, cf. [19]. 

All results for disjunctive logic programming abduction in Tables 4-6 remain valid 

for the restriction to positive disjunctive logic programs, where the stable semantics 

coincides with the minimal model semantics. The results for the case of propositional 

programs carry over to the data complexity in the case of function-free first order logic 

programs. The combined complexity, which was not dealt with here in detail, parallels 

the data complexity with the corresponding exponential analogues (EXP for P, NEXP 

for NP etc); a treatment thereof appears in [27]. 

Our complexity results have the following impact on the design of algorithms. First 

of all, they provide a complete picture of efficient (polynomial time) intertranslatability 

between different reasoning tasks, and tell us which algorithms for specific abductive 

reasoning tasks can also be used to solve other abductive reasoning tasks, by applying 

an appropriate transformation of the input. Several efficient transformations are given 

in Section 3.2. 

Suppose now we want to implement an inference engine that is capable of performing 

a certain abductive reasoning task. 

Consider a reasoning task at the first level of the polynomial hierarchy. If the problem 

is NP-complete, then we can implement a “flat” backtracking algorithm. For example, 

in case of stable model inference, Sacch’s backtracking fixpoint procedure [65,43] can 

be suitably adapted. Optimization techniques may be applied to cut down branches in 

the computation tree, but if the algorithm should work on all instances, it is unrealistic 

that we obtain a polynomial algorithm. Furthermore, from the general nature of NP- 

complete problems, we must expect to put some analytical and programming effort in 

order to obtain a feasible algorithm for a reasonably large class of instances. For the 

co-NP-complete reasoning tasks, we obtain may use backtracking algorithms that solve 

the complementary problem. Note that for the NP-complete reasoning tasks (but not 

for the co-NP-complete), randomized local search techniques [39,42] could be applied 

that lead to success with high probability. 

For Ac[O(logn)]-complete problems, a combination of binary search and flat back- 

tracking may be used, following the scheme in the proof of Theorem 5. First, the size 

of a smallest solution is computed, and then only solution candidates of this size are 

considered. The backtracking part solves the oracle queries. 
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Next suppose we want to design an algorithm for a reasoning task at the second level, 

e.g. for a C;-complete one. Then, double backtracking is possible, i.e., backtracking 

where at terminal nodes a co-NP-complete problem has to be solved (e.g., classical 

propositional inference); in case a library procedure is not available, the latter can be 

done by using flat backtracking for solving the complementary problem. Note, however, 

that unlike in case of an NP-complete reasoning task, an overall flat backtracking 

algorithm is not possible (unless C; = NP). 

For problems at even higher levels, multiply nested backtracking is feasible; if the 

problem is complete for Cf, k-nested backtracking is possible, but not (k - I)-nested 

(unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses). Library procedures for subtasks (e.g., for 

k$, b:l inference) may be used and decrease the backtracking level accordingly. For 

the Ac+,[O(logn)]-complete problems a combination of binary search and k-nested 

backtracking is possible. 

The level of the polynomial hierarchy at which an abductive reasoning problem 

resides should be kept in mind; it serves as a basic constraint of whether a proposed 

backtracking algorithm for that problem is correct or not. 

In order to obtain polynomial time algorithms for abduction, the instances have to 

be restricted so that all sources of complexity are eliminated. The higher the level at 

which an abduction problem resides, the stronger is the restriction of the instances. It 

remains to identify polynomial classes of abduction problems. In particular, it would 

be interesting to see whether there are polynomial classes of abduction problems from 

the fourth level that are relevant in practice. 
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